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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Introduction 
The statistical consideration of models containing meas­
urement errors began as early as 1877. Most research of the 
errors in variables problem has been of univariate models, 
that is, models with one dependent variable (cf. p. 3). 
The multivariate errors in variables model generalizes the 
univariate errors in variables model by allowing more than 
one dependent variable. This thesis considers the estima­
tion of the multivariate linear errors in variables model. 
The presence of measurement error in the independent 
variables in the univariate model usually necessitates the 
use of additional information to estimate t' - parameters of 
the model. Three general types of additional . .^^^mation 
have been used. 
1. Distributional knowledge 
2. Knowledge about the error variances and covariances 
3. Instrumental variables 
Diverse methods of estimation have evolved depending upon the 
nature of the additional information available. Reviews of 
various estimation procedures for linear univariate errors 
in variables models are given in Madansky (1959), Cochran 
(1968) , Wolter (1974) , and Carter (1976). The nonlinear 
univariate model is reviewed by Kendall and Stuart (1967) 
and Wolter (1974) . 
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A more limited variety of estimation techniques have been 
developed for the multivariate linear errors in variables 
model. This thesis considers a generalized least squares 
(G.L.S.) approach to the analysis of the covariance struc­
ture of the observed variables. Before discussing the G.L.S. 
approach, we define the multivariate linear errors in vari­
ables model and review the literature on the estimation 
of these models. 
B. Definition of the Multivariate Linear 
Errors in Variables Model 
Let {y^}^_^ be a sequence of p-dimensional random row 
vectors satisfying 
y = f(x , B), t = 1,2,..., (1.1) 
where {x^}^_^ is a sequence of k-dimensional random row 
vectors, BeG^R ^  is a kp x 1 vector of parameters, and the 
components of the p-vector f are real valued Borel meas-
k 1 
urable functions mapping R x 0 into R . We define the 
multivariate errors in variables model by 
ït ' Xt 5t' (1-2) 
X = X.  + u , t = (1.3) 
where and are observable random row vectors of 
dimension p(^2) and k, respectively, e^ and are 
unobservable error vectors of dimension p and k, and 
-- (e^, u^) satisfies 
E(eti) = ^^^ti^t'j^ == 0' (1.4) 
for all t = 1,2,...,n, t' = 1,2,...,n, i = l,2,...,p+k, 
and j = 1,2,...,k. If p=l, model (1.1-1.4) is called the 
univariate errors in variables model. Suppose the elements 
of B are not functionally related and 
f(x , B) = X 3, t = 1,2,..., (1.5) 
where 3 is a k x p matrix of parameters formed from the 
kp X 1 vector B. The model (1.1-1.5) defines the multi­
variate linear errors in variables model. 
The distinction between x^ being fixed or random is 
important in the estimation of the parameters of the multi­
variate errors in variables model. If the x^, t = 1,2,..., 
are constant vectors, the multivariate errors in variables 
model is termed a functional relationship model, while if the 
x^, t = 1,2,..., are nonconstant random vectors the model 
is called a structural relationship model. This terminology 
is due to Kendall (1951). Maximum likelihood (M.L.) esti­
mation of the functional multivariate linear errors in 
variables model would include the x^, t = 1,2,..., as 
4 
unknown parameters to be estimated. Because of the indefi­
nitely increasing number of unknown parameters in this model, 
the classical asymptotic theory of M.L. estimation is in­
applicable. Neyman and Scott (1948) referred to parameters, 
such as x^, t = 1,2,..., which enter the distribution of 
the observed random variables for finitely many t as 
incidental parameters and those entering for infinitely many 
t as structural parameters. Generally one is interested 
in estimating only structural parameters. 
For the multivariate model the standard assumption ap­
p e a r i n g  i n  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e  i s  t h a t  t h e  e ^ ,  t  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  
are independent identically distributed (p+k)-variate 
normal random vectors with mean zero and positive definite 
covariance matrix which we will denote by X . If the 
~ ee 
model is a structural multivariate linear model, the usual 
assumption is that the x^, t = 1,2, ..., are independent 
identically distributed k-variate normal random vectors 
with mean and positive definite covariance matrix 
2 
^xx k=l) . Unless otherwise stated, the above 
distributional assumptions are understood to hold through­
out the remainder of this dissertation. 
It will be convenient at times to write the model de­
fined by (1.1-1.5) as 
5t ~ ^ t ~t' ^ ~ 1,2, ,n. 
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where 
U = (x B, X ) , 
and, as previously defined, 
e = (e , u ). (1.6) 
«"v t <%» 
Thus, is a (p+k)-dimensional row vector of observable 
random variables, is a (p+k)-dimensional row vector of 
unobservable random variables, and is a (p+k)-
dimensional row vector either of unknown constants or un­
observable random variables. The same definitions and as­
sumptions apply to the model given in the form (1.6) as to 
the model when written as (1.1-1.5). Hence, we may un­
ambiguously refer to either the structural or functional 
form of model (1.6). We denote by and the 
i^^ elements of Z^, ]x_^, and e^, respectively. 
The concept of identiflability is important in the esti­
mation of models such as (1.6) . Generally speaking, we say 
the parameters of a model are identifiable if they can be 
determined uniquely from knowledge of the distribution func­
tion of the observable random variables. In multivariate 
errors in variables models it is often the case that 
parameters can be determined from knowledge of the joint 
6 
distribution function of the observable random variables 
in more than one way. The parameters are then said to be 
over-identified. We shall say more about identiflability 
in later sections. 
C. Review of the Multivariate Linear Errors 
in Variables Model 
We classify the multivariate errors in variables 
literature into three categories - structural relationship 
models, functional relationship models, and factor analysis 
models. We first review the literature on the multivariate 
linear structural model. 
1. Structural relationships 
Grubbs (1948) considered the multivariate linear struc-
2 2 tural model with k = 1, % = diag (a,,...,a ,, ), and 
J_ p - r  _L 
3=Ip, where 1^ is a 1 x p vector of ones. This model 
2 
arose in an experiment to determine the precisions, a^, 
i = l,...,p+l, of different measuring instruments and 
2 product variability, o . Using the notation of model (1.6), 
let X denote the (p+1) x (p+1) covariance matrix of the 
observable random variables, Z^, t = 1,2,...,n. The 
(i,j)th element of % is %• -, where 1 ] 
r 
2  ,  _ 2  . . .  
a + if 1 = ] 
~ij ] 2 
if i ^ ]. 
v 
The matrix V = n ^ (Z - Z)'(Z, - Z), where 
Z = n ^ z2_iZ., is the maximum likelihood estimator of %. 
Let be the (i,j)th element of V^. Grubbs obtained 
2 2 
consistent estimators of a^, a^, i = l,...,p+l, by solving 
the equations %i = l,...,p+l, j=i, i+1,..., 
p+1. If p = 1, Grubbs' estimators are maximum likelihood 
estimators, since the transformation from ^12' ^ 22 
2 2 2 
a^, ^2 is one to one. Three objections to Grubbs* 
estimators are: (1) the estimates of variance can be 
negative; (2) if p ^  2, the procedure does not yield 
unique estimates; and (3) requiring 3 = 1^ is overly 
restrictive in some situations. 
Although not explicitly stated by Grubbs, the above 
procedure assumes that any systematic difference between 
measuring instruments is constant throughout the range of 
observations. Smith (1950) considered the special case of 
Grubbs' model where p = 1 and the scales of the two 
measuring instruments are linearly related by y^ = 3g + 
^l^t' t = 1,2,... . Smith suggested using Wald's method 
[Wald (1940)] to estimate 3^^. Grubbs' procedure could then 
be employed with the true value 3^ replaced by its esti­
8 
mate to obtain consistent estimates of instrument precisions. 
The relationship of Grubbs' procedure to analysis of 
variance techniques was pointed out by Gaylor (1956) and 
Russell and Bradley (1958). Consider the two-way classifi­
cation model 
y^j = y + + e^j, t = 1,2,—,n, 
j=l,2,...,p+l. (1.7) 
Gaylor viewed (1.7) as a random effects model where 
a , g., and e . are all assumed to be independently distribu-
t ] ^ J 
2 2 2 ted with expected values equal to zero, E(a^) = a^, E(3j) = 
2 2 2 Og, and E(e^j) = If we write = (y^^, y^2' *•*' 
Ytp)' ït = 'yt,p+i' ' St = + ®ti' 
^2 + ®t2'*"'^p+l ^t p+1^ see that model (1.7) is a 
2 
special case of Grubbs' model with % = a I, 
^ EE ~(p+l) X (p+1) 
2 Gaylor proved that a component of variance estimate of o 
2 is equivalent to Grubbs' estimate of product variance, a^. 
Russell and Bradley viewed (1.7) as a fixed effects 
model, but assumed e, . to be a normal variate, e, . inde-
^ J ^ J 
pendent of any other e^,j,, with zero mean and variance 
2 Var(e^j) = a^, t = 1,2,...,n, j = 1,2,..., p+1. An 
2 
estimate, Q^, of a^, s = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p + 1, which is a 
quadratic form in the original observations y^^, has the 
general form 
9 
«s = ^k=l ^?=î -\lgh'®' yk&ygh- 'l'») 
Russell and Bradley imposed the following conditions on Q^: 
(i) Q must be invariant under interchange of order 
® of items, 
(ii) Q must be independent of the parameters y, a , 
® and 3.. 
2 (iii) Qg must be an unbiased estimator of a^. 
With these conditions, the estimators (1.8) are identical to 
Grubbs' estimators for instrument precision. For the case 
p = 2, Russell and Bradley also demonstrated the equivalence 
2 
of restricted maximum likelihood estimators of s = 
1,2,3 and their quadratic form estimators. 
For the two instrument case (p = 1), Thompson (1952) 
used restricted maximum likelihood estimation to derive non-
negative estimators of instrument precision. While removing 
the first objection to Grubbs' procedure, Thompson did not 
consider the problems of nonunique estimates when p ^  2, 
or the restrictiveness of the assumption that 3=1. Thomp­
son (1963) , for the two instrument case, presented exact 
tests of significance for the relative precisions of the 
instruments. The relative precision of an instrument is the 
ratio of the instrument precision to the product variance. 
In addition, Thompson tabled values of parameters used to 
2 2 2 form simultaneous confidence regions for a^, a^, and . 
Prompted by an example from the medical field, Harnett 
10 
(1969) generalized Grubbs' model by allowing arbitrary coeffi­
cients on the true value for all but one "reference" instru­
ment. Estimators for the parameters of this model were 
obtained by analogy to Grubbs' estimators, by equating the 
covariance matrix, %, of the observed variables to the sample 
covariance matrix V^. Through the use of Taylor's series 
expansions, Barnett derived the asymptotic variances of his 
estimators. 
Several significance tests for making inferences about 
instrument precision have been suggested. These tests are 
based upon Grubbs' estimators. For the case where the data 
consist of one reading with one device and two additional 
independent readings with a second device on each of n 
units, Hahn and Nelson (1970) demonstrated how to form exact 
one and two sided tests of the equality of instrument pre­
cisions, and confidence intervals for the ratio of instru­
ment precisions. Maloney and Rastogi (197 0) presented an 
exact test of equality of instrument precision based upon 
the test of Morgan (1939) and Pitman (1939) for comparing the 
marginal variances in a bivariate distribution. For testing 
the hypothesis that one of the two instruments is precise, 
i.e., that instrument's precision variance is zero, Maloney 
and Rastogi proposed an approximate likelihood ratio test. 
Jaech (1971) extended the results of Maloney and Rastogi 
using approximate likelihood ratio tests of the hypotheses 
that; (1) one of the two precisions is equal to some speci­
fied value; (2) the two pre-^sions are jointly equal to 
specified values; (3) the ratio of the two precisions is some 
specified constant. Grubbs (1973) and Jaech (1976) extended 
the results of Maloney and Rastogi to the case of more than 
two instruments. Shukla (1973) derived the exact distribu­
tion of Maloney and Rastogi's statistic which tests that 
instrument precision is zero. Shukla's result can be used 
to obtain exact confidence limits for the relative precision. 
A special case of the multivariate linear structural 
model occurs when observations on two variables are sampled 
from two or more distinct populations. Cox (1976) proposed 
the following model for such data 
Yit = Bo + BiXit + ^it 
= x^^ + u^^, i = l,2,...,p, 
t = 1,2,...,n^, (1.9) 
where the underlying independent variables, x^^, are as­
sumed to have independent normal distributions with means 
2 
and a common variance, a^. The u^^ are assumed to have 
independent normal distributions with means zero and vari-
2 
ance a^, and are distributed independently of the e^^ 
which also have independent normal distributions with means 
12 
zero and variance . The observed variables (Y. , X. ) G lu lu 
thus have independent normal distributions with means 
(3o + and common variance 
(1.10) 
The parameter space is restricted by the inequalities 
2 2 2 
a > 0, o >  0 ,  a >0, and I  %  I >0. Cox found the maxi-X — e — u — ' ~ ' 
mum likelihood estimates of the parameters of model (1.9) 
and developed a method for testing hypotheses about 
Browne (1974) considered the general problem of esti­
mating the r X 1 parameter vector, Yq' of a p x p 
covariance matrix XQ = when one has available inde­
pendent observations of the 1 x p random vectors , 
t = 1,2,...,n. The x^ are assumed to be identically 
distributed with mean and covariance matrix Xq* Letting 
S represent the usual unbiased estimator of % obtained 
-«n ~ U 
from the x^, Browne defined a generalized least squares 
(G.L.S.) estimator of Yq to be an estimator obtained by 
minimizing a weighted distance between the elements of 
and Xq. Anderson (197 3), considering linear covariance 
structures, showed that a G.L.S. estimator converges in 
probability to the maximum likelihood estimator. We shall 
describe more fully the G.L.S. procedure in subsequent 
+ % 3a 
X 
X = 
ga 
X 
13 
chapters where we use this approach to estimate the parameters 
of the multivariate linear structural errors in variables 
model. 
Others have written about the structural model, in­
cluding Mandel (1959) who considered a model similar to 
Barnett's, and Draper and Guttman (1975) who found the 
Bayes estimators of the parameters of Grubbs' two instru­
ment model. 
2. Functional relationships 
Considerably less has been written about the functional 
multivariate model than the structural multivariate model. 
Anderson (1976), using results from earlier research 
[Anderson (1951)], obtained maximum likelihood estimates 
of 6 for the situation where repeated observations 
are available. 
Let (Y ., X .), t = 1,2,...,n, j = 1,2,...,r denote 
~ "C J "C J 
r repeated observations, where the true values, (y^, x^), 
satisfy 
^t " ~tË- (1.11) 
By writing the model in terms of the observable random vari­
ables we have 
14 
where w, . = e, . - u. .g. Assume that e. . = (e. -, u. .), 
'«'Cj "C J "C J % J 
t = 1,2,...,n, j = 1,2,...,r, are independent drawings 
from a (p+k)-variate normal distribution with mean vector 
zero and covariance matrix X _• Then, w ., t = 1,2,...,n, 
'v £ £ tZ] 
j = 1,2,...,r, are independent drawings from a p-variate 
normal distribution with mean vector zero and covariance 
matrix 
?ww = <îp X p' <îp X p' -r>-
1 
oefine r = (Z^, - 6) where Then 
the following relationships hold. 
r hel = îp X p' <!•"> 
and 
T'Y = Op X n' (1-13) 
where it is the (p+k) x n matrix with t^^ column 
(y^, x^). Anderson derived the maximum likelihood esti­
mator of r, and hence, of 3-
A problem arising in the earth sciences was formulated 
as a multivariate functional relationship by Gleser and 
Watson (1973). Gleser and Watson derived the maximum like­
lihood estimators of the multivariate linear functional 
model, where p = k, n ^  2p, and the 2p x 2p block diagonal 
2 2 
matrix diag ( 2 , X) is known up to the multi p le o . 
The maximum likelihood estimator of 3 is consistent, but 
15 
2 the estimators for x., t = l,2,...,n, and a are in-
"C 
consistent. The classical maximum likelihood large sample 
theory does not apply because, as n->-=o, the ratio of the 
number of parameters to the number of observations tends 
not to zero but to Gleser and Watson were unable to 
derive either the asymptotic distribution or the variance 
of the estimator for g. 
Bhargava (1977) generalized the model of Gleser and 
Watson by letting = diag (X, X) t be unknown. While 
able to prove the existence of a solution to the maximum 
likelihood equations, Bhargava could express the solution 
in closed form only if % and 3 have the same known eigen­
vectors , 
A synthesis of the functional and structural relations 
was examined by Dolby (1976). Let and X^, t = 
1 , 2 , . . . , n  b e  I x p  r a n d o m  v e c t o r s  s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  l i n e a r  
structural relationship. In addition, assume that the true 
independent values, x^, t = 1,2,.. ,n, are independently 
distributed as normal random vectors with distinct expec­
tations V. = V.1 , where 1 is a p-dimensional column 
~t t~p ~p 
vector of ones and v^ is an unknown scalar constant, 
2 2 
and common covariance matrix % =al . If o = 0, 
~xx x~p X p X 
the above model specializes to the univariate linear func­
tional model with replicated observations. Dolby termed 
this hybrid model the ultrastructural relation and derived 
16 
its maximum likelihood solution. 
Hôschel (1978) considered estimation of a general class 
of functional relationships. Let F be a family of surfaces, 
or manifolds, defined on some subset of R^, which describes 
our knowledge about the type of functional relationship among 
the unobservable variables t = l,2,...,n. The points 
t = l,2,...,n lie on a fixed but unknown "true" surface, 
FEF. The surface F is said to be identified if knowledge of 
y, t=l,2,...,n, uniquely determines F. We observe 
Z^, t = 1,2,...,n, where 
+ e^, t = 1,2,...,n, (1.14) 
and the e^, t=l,2,...,n are independently and identically 
distributed as p-dimensional normal random vectors with mean 
zero and known covariance matrix % . Hence, G.L.S. and 
~ £ 
M.L. estimation of y^, t = 1,2,...,n, are equivalent. This 
model generalizes model (1.6) by allowing the true surface 
F to be arbitrary. Hôschel gave sufficient conditions to 
ensure that a G.L.S. solution for y^, t = 1,2,...,n exists 
and that the solution uniquely determines an estimate of the 
true functional relationship, F, with probability one. 
For the multivariate linear functional model, where 
X is known, Nussbaum (197 8) defined a class, $, of esti-
~ £ £ 
mators of 6 which is contained within the class of con­
sistent asymptotically normal estimators of 3. Let M, k X p 
17 
be the set of all k x p matrices. Define 1( to be the set 
of all row spaces generated by k x (p+k) matrices of the 
form 0 = (0, , 0-,) , where the k x k submatrix 0„ is of 
full rank. The function f, mapping M, into K, is 
K X p  
defined by f(g)=R(3, I, ,), where R(A) = the row 
~ JC X ' w  
space of a matrix A. Nussbaum claimed f is continuous 
and bi-unique. Define D = n ^ ,Z'Z,-X . An estimator 
~n t=l~t~t Ces 
B of g belongs to the class cf) if there is a sequence 
{C^} of (p + k) X k random matrices depending on Z^, 
t = l,2,...,n and a nonrandom (p+k) x k matrix C de­
pending on B and x^, t = 1,2,...,n such that for some n^ 
(1) converges to C in probability, 
(2) rank [(g, ^ j^)C] = k, 
(3) R(D) C )E%a.e. for n = n_, n_ + 1,..., iX'^ ' n u u 
(4) 3 = f ^(R{d C )) a.e. n = n , n + 1,... . (1.15) 
u u 
If a M.L. estimate of 3 exists, it is contained in cj). 
By appropriate choice of C, Nussbaum also demonstrated that 
an asymptotically optimal estimator, 3*, exists within the 
class (j). The estimator 3* is optimal in the sense that the 
matrix which is the difference between the asymptotic co-
variance of any get}) and 3* is positive semidefinite. 
18 
3. Factor analysis 
The multivariate linear model (1.1-1.5) can be viewed 
as the classical factor analysis model 
Z. = X A + e., t = 1,2, ,n, (1.16) 
where Z = (Y , X ), A = (3, I, ^ .), and the e, = 
(e^, u^) are independently and identically distributed as 
(p + k)-variate normal vectors with mean zero and diagonal 
covariance matrix % • The elements of the k x (p + k) 
~ £ £ 
matrix A are called the factor loadings and the elements of 
x^ are called common factors, or factors. As with the multi­
variate linear model, the common factors may be random or 
fixed. If the x^ are random, we assume they are inde­
pendent normal random vectors with mean vector 0 and co-
variance matrix Thus, if x^ is random it follows 
that the covariance matrix of Z^, say %, is 
t = A'Z A + Z . (1.17) 
For the random factor case let S denote the usual 
~n 
unbiased estimator of the sample covariance matrix of the 
Z^, t = l,2,...,n. Lawley (1940) examined maximum likeli­
hood estimation based on the distribution of S of model 
~n 
(1.16) with A unrestricted, but assuming A'X~^A is 
diagonal and ~ ^k x k* likelihood equations do not 
19 
yield explicit solutions. Lawley suggested an iterative 
procedure which, while usually converging to a solution, 
does so slowly. In addition, Lawley gave a method, suitable 
for large samples, of testing hypotheses concerning the 
number of factors required. The estimation procedures were 
illustrated by Lawley (1943) using data from the field of 
education. 
Maximum likelihood estimation when the common factors 
are fixed was investigated by Lawley (1942). However, the 
stationary points of the likelihood function obtained by 
Lawley are not absolute minima - a fact subsequently proven 
by Anderson and Rubin (1956) . For the case where the common 
factors are fixed and % is diagonal with at least two 
distinct elements, Anderson and Rubin demonstrated that the 
likelihood function of the has no maximum. 
Whittle (1952) considered model (1.16) with % = 
2 
o I (p+jr) X (p+k) fixed factors. Least squares solu­
tions were obtained by minimizing (Z,-x.A)(Z,-x.A)' 
with respect to the factors and factor loadings. These 
solutions are maximum likelihood solutions if is 
normally distributed. The model considered by Gleser and 
Watson (1973) is similar to Whittle's model and, in fact, an 
indirect derivation of the results of Gleser and Watson can 
be obtained through Whittle's solution. 
20 
Statistical inference of model (1.16) was discussed by 
Anderson and Rubin (1956). They considered the following 
problems. 
1. Existence of the model: If the factors are 
normally distributed, the variance of the observed 
variables is given by (1.17). Given a positive 
definite matrix %*, conditions were given for 
the existence of a A, X i and diagonal % 
~ -XX EE 
such that %* = K + . 
2. Identification ; Suppose there is some A, 
and % such that = A'X A + % . Anderson 
~ZZ C "xx-  ~££  
and Rubin enumerated both necessary and sufficient 
rank conditions for this equation to have a unique 
solution. 
3. Determination of the structure; Given %, and if 
there exists a unique solution to (1.17), then one 
can determine A, % , and X • The method of 
~xx ~ee 
determination depends on the identification condi­
tions. 
4. Estimation of parameters: A sample of n observa­
tions, Z,, ZZ^, is drawn. Anderson and 
-V _L 'w Z "s, il 
Rubin discussed properties of maximum likelihood 
estimation under various assumptions needed for 
identification. 
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5. Test of hypothesis that the model fits: One can 
test the hypothesis that % is of the form 
A'X A + using a likelihood ratio test. 
~ ~XX~ ~££ ^  
6. Determination of the number of factors: In situa­
tions where the number of factors cannot be speci­
fied in advance, ad hoc procedures for determining 
the "right" number of factors were outlined. 
7. Other tests of hypotheses; Various hypotheses about 
the parameters, particularly A, are of interest. 
Unfortunately, such hypotheses are difficult to 
test even in large samples, because the asymptotic 
variances of the parameters are complicated func­
tions of the parameters. However, the hypothesis 
that the column of A is zero can be tested 
by using the multiple correlation between Z.^ = 
(Z, ., Z-.,...,Z .) and the remaining Z. , 1] ^ ] riD ^ 
I = 1,2, ,p+k, 2 ^  ]. 
8. Estimation of factor scores; If one postulates a 
model where the x^, t = 1,2,...,n are nonrandom, 
Anderson and Rubin showed that a maximum likelihood 
solution of A, and x^ does not exist in 
general. It is this result which disproves Lawley's 
(1942) claim that his stationary points of the like­
lihood function yield maximum likelihood estimates. 
Anderson and Rubin suggested first estimating A 
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and Xg-g. by maximum likelihood methods, treating 
x^ as random. Treating the estimates of A and 
as known, maximum likelihood estimation could 
then be used again to estimate the x^. Other 
approaches suggested by Anderson and Rubin in­
clude the least squares approach of Whittle (1952), 
and an approach suggested by Thomson (1934). 
For estimating A and % when the factors are non-
random and A'X^^A is diagonal, Anderson and Rubin applied 
the method of maximum likelihood to the distribution of 
V = n (Z,-Z)'(Z.-Z), which is noncentral Wishart. 
They proved that the estimates based on maximizing the non-
central Wishart likelihood function are asymptotically equiv­
alent to the maximum likelihood estimates for random 
1 
factors in the sense that n2 times the difference of the 
two estimates converges to zero in probability. Thus, for 
large samples, one can treat nonrandom factors as if they 
are normally distributed. 
Joreskog (1970) presented an iterative procedure for 
producing maximum likelihood estimates when the covariance 
matrix of observations taken from a normal population is of 
a general parametric form. The procedure subsumes maximum 
likelihood estimation of factor analysis models, systems of 
simultaneous equations, variance components, and path 
analysis models. 
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The generalized least squares principal was applied by 
Joreskog and Goldberger (1972) to model (1.16) when 
7 = 1 ,  ,  a n d  A  i s  u n r e s t r i c t e d .  T h e  c o v a r i a n c e  
~xx ~k X k 
matrix of Z is then X = A'A + 7 , where % is 
diagonal. Assume that S = (n-1) (Z,-1") ' (Z.-'Z) 
converges stochastically to % and that the elements of 
1 
2 
n (S^-Z) have an asymptotic multivariate normal distribution 
with covariances given by nE[(s^j-a^j)(x^^-o^^)} = + 
0. a.i , where s. . and a. . are the (i,j)th elements of 1)6 3 1 ]] 13 
and %, respectively. Then Joreskog and Goldberger showed 
that the G.L.S. and M.L. estimates of % have the same 
asymptotic properties. Browne (1974) made the same distribu­
tional assumptions about to derive asymptotic proper­
ties of G.L.S. estimates for covariance matrices, %, which 
are general functions of unknown parameter vectors, y. 
Numerous additional articles have been written on factor 
analysis models which relate to the multivariate errors in 
variables problem. These include Thurstone (1947), Anderson 
(1963), Joreskog (1967, 1971, 1973), and Lawley and Maxwell 
(1971). 
The remainder of this dissertation considers estima­
tion of the multivariate linear errors in variables model. 
Chapter II presents definitions and preliminary algebraic 
results. Chapters III and IV deal with G.L.S. estimation of 
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structural and functional relationships, respectively, when 
the random variables are assumed to be normally distributed. 
In Chapter V we extend our results to nonnormal random vari­
ables. Finally, in Chapter VI, we present two examples which 
illustrate our results. 
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II. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Proofs of many of the results in this dissertation in­
volve performing various operations on the elements of 
matrices. We devote this chapter to developing a convenient 
notation for this purpose, and to presenting some prelimi­
nary algebraic results. 
Let A be an arbitrary p x q matrix with (i,j)th 
element a^^. The vec of A, denoted vec A, is defined to 
be the pq x 1 column vector obtained from stacking the 
columns of the matrix A one beneath the other in a single 
column vector. 
Definition 2.1: Let A = (a..) be a pxq matrix. Then 
^ 1] 
vec A = (a^^, ^21'•* *'^pl' ^ 12' ^22'''''*p2' 
^13' ^ 23' ^ 33'**"^pq^' (2.1) 
The vector vech A is defined similarly to vec A, except 
that the vech operator is confined to A being square, and 
only that portion of each column of A that is on and below 
the diagonal is put into vech A. 
Definition 2.2; Let A = (a..) be a pxp matrix. Then 
^ 1] 
vech A = (a^^, ^22' ^ 32"*"^p2' 
^33' ^43' ^pp)'• (2.2) 
2 6  
If A is a p X p symmetric matrix, then vech A 
contains the distinct elements of A, and there exists a 
2 -1 
unique p x 2 p(p+l) matrix which transforms vech A into 
2 _ 1 
vec A. We shall denote by G this unique p x 2 p(p+l) 
matrix. 
Definition 2.3: Let A = (a..) be a p x p symmetric 
~ 1] 
matrix. We define the p^ x 2 ^ p(p+l) matrix G to be 
that matrix which satisfies 
vec A = G vech A. (2.3) 
We note that G is of full column rank. 
While G is well-defined by (2.3), there are many 
linear transformations of vec A into vech A. We define a 
particular matrix which transforms vec A into vech A. 
Definition 2.4: Let A = (a..) be a p x p symmetric 
matrix. Let G be defined by (2.3), and let H = (G'G)~^G'. 
Then 
H vec A = (G'G) ^G'(G vech A) = vech A. (2.4) 
To illustrate these definitions, we consider a 3x3 
symmetric matrix A, 
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Then 
^11 ^12 ^13 
A = 
^21 ^22 ^23 ' *ij ^  *ji i ^  ]. 
.*31 ^32 ^33 
vec A = (a 11' ^ 21 ' ^31' ^ 12' ^22' ^ 32' ^13' ^ 23' ^33^ ' 
and 
vech A (^11' ^ 21' ^ 31' ^ 22' ^ 32' ^33^' ' 
The 9x6 matrix G is defined by the relationship 
vec A = 
a, 
a, 
a. 
a. 
a. 
a, 
a. 
11 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 1 0 0 0 0 
31 0 0 1 0 0 0 
12 0 1 0 0 0 0 
22 0 0 0 1 0 0 
32 0 0 0 0 1 0 
13 0 0 1 0 0 0 
23 1 0 
! 
0 0 0 1 0 
33 A 
0 0 0 0 
11 ! 
21 
31 
22 
^32 I ~ vech A. 
33 
The 6x9 matrix H is then defined to be 
2 8  
H = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
^ 0 ^ 
and we see that 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
H vec A = 
! 11 
I 2(^21 ^12) 
I 1, , , 
! 2^^31 ^13) 
22 
I 2^^32 ^23) 
= vech A, 
L ^33 
since A is symmetric. 
Double subscripts, ij, are used to denote elements of 
vec A and vech A, the first subscript always being nested 
within the second. Double subscripts will also be used to 
represent rows or columns of certain matrices. Use of 
Kronecker's delta and the double subscript notation provide 
alternative definitions of the matrices G and H of 
Definitions 2.3 and 2.4. We first define Kronecker's delta. 
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Definition 2.5; Kronecker's delta, denoted 5^^, is 
defined to be 
f l  if i = j 
6.. =< (2.5) 
1 0 otherwise. 
We have the alternative, but equivalent, definitions of G 
and H = (G'G)~^G'. 
Definition 2.6: The (ij,k2,)th element of the matrix H 
of Definition 2.4 can be expressed as 
tg'ij.kt = , j < i < p, k < p, i < 
( 2 . 6 )  
Definition 2.7: The (ij,kil)th element of the matrix G 
of Definition 2.3 can be expressed as 
'S'ki.ij' i 1 P' i 1 P' « 1 k < p 
(2.7) 
Similarly, we have two equivalent ways of defining 
the direct, or Kronecker product of a p x q matrix A 
and an m x n matrix B. 
Definition 2.8; The Kronecker product of a p x q matrix 
A = (a..) and an m x n matrix B = (b..), denoted A « B 
~ 13 ~ ~ -w 
is the pm x qn matrix 
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A B B = 
^11? ^12? 
^21? ^22? 
• ^ig! 
^pi? ^p2? ^pq~ 
^11^11 *•• ^ll^ln ^12^11 •*• ^12^1n 
: 
^ll^ml * • • ^12^ml * ' ' ^12^inn 
^21^11 "21^1n ^22^11 ••• ^22^1n 
*2l4ml • • • ^21^inn ^22^ml ' " ' ^22^mn 
*lg^ll ••• \g^ln 
^Iq^iRl 
^2q^ll 
^2q^inl • 
^Iq^mn 
' a2qbln 
^2q^mn j 
hpAl ••• ^pl^ln ^p2^11 ••• ^p2^1n ^pq^H *" *pq^ln 
^pl^ml '*' ^ pl^mn ^p2^ml ''* ^p2^mn * *•* ^pq^ml * *' ^pq^mn 
( 2 . 8 )  
Definition 2.9; The (ij,k£)th element of the matrix which 
is the Kronecker product of a p x q matrix A = (a..) and 
13 
an m X n matrix B = (b..) can be expressed as ij 
31 
® ?Uj,k£ (2.9) 
We state the following properties of Kronecker matrix 
products. 
Theorem 2.1: Assume the matrices A, B, C, and D are suit­
ably conformable. Then 
(i) (A a B)(C a D) = (A C) H (B D) (2.10) 
(ii) (A IS B)"^ = A~^ a b"^ (2.11) 
(iii) (A 8 B)' = A' SB* (2.12) 
(iv) (A + B) B (C + D) = (A a C) + ( A a D) 
+ (B 8 C) + (B a D) (2.13) 
Proof ; The proofs of (i-iv) follow easily from the defi­
nitions of the Kronecker product. 
We next define and state properties of the matrix 
which is the product of the matrices G and H. 
2 2 Definition 2.10; Let K^ be the p x p symmetric idempotent 
matrix defined by 
K. = G H = G(G'G)~^G', (2.14) 
where G and H are defined by (2.3) [or (2.7)] and (2.4) 
[or (2.6)]. We may express a typical element of K as 
~p 
32 
i £ p, i £ P, k 1 p, & 1 P- (2.15) 
Theorem 2.2; Let A = (a..) be a pxq matrix, and let 
- ID 
K be defined by (2.14) [or (2.15)]. Then 
~P 
K (A a A) = (Ah A)K . (2.16) 
«V13 "V »s» *«.» 
Proof : 
Using (2.15), we can write the (ij,kJl)th element of 
Kp(A a A) as 
P P 
= \ + GA)st,k% 
3=1 t=l 
= 2-lt(A«A).._^, + (A « A) 
which, from (2.9), 
= 2-1[(A » 
= 2-1 [(A 8 + (A * 
= \ V''""k«v4+«ut«vkHd'»è)ij,uv 
u=l v=l 
~ u=l v=l^~ 2^ii,uv[Kq]uv,k& 
= [(A B AjKg]ii,k&' 
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Theorem 2.3; Let A be a p x p nonsingular matrix, and 
let G and H be defined by (2.3) [or (2.7)] and (2.4) 
[or (2.5)]. Then 
[H(A B A)H']"^ = G' (A~^ a A~^)G . (2.17) 
Proof: The result may be verified by multiplication using 
(2.14), (2.16), and (2.11), 
H(A H A)H'G'(A~^ H a"^)G = H(A a A)K (a"^ a a"^)G 
= H(A B A)(A a A)~^K G 
= H G H G 
— I 
~p X p 
-1 -1 
similarly it may be shown that G'(A is A )G is a left 
inverse of H(A s A)H'. The result follows. 
A useful result involving the vec operator and the 
Kronecker product operator is given in Theorem 2.4. 
Theorem 2.4: Let A = (a..), B = (b.^), and C = (c..) 
~ Xj ~ IJ ~ 1] 
be P X q, g x m, and m x n matrices, respectively. Then 
vec (A B C) = (C a A) vec B. (2.18) 
Proof: Let C . be the vector formed from the column 
~ • 3 
of C, and let B ^ be similarly defined. The sub-
vector of vec(A B C) equals 
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A B C  . = Z c . . A B .  
= (Cj & A) vec B. 
The result follows. 
It frequently will be useful to express a quadratic or 
bilinear form involving a Kronecker product as a trace 
using Theorem 2.5. 
Theorem 2.5: Let A = (a^ ^ ) , B = (b_. ^  ) , C = (c . ^ , and 
~ 1] ~ 1] ~ 13 
D=(d..) be pxq, qxm, pxn, and n x m matrices, 
13 
respectively. Then, if the trace of a square matrix E is 
denoted by tr E, 
(vec A)'(B H C)(vec D) = tr(A B D'C')• (2.19) 
Proof : From (2.18) we have vec(C D B') = (B a C) (vec D). 
But (vec A)' vec(C D B') = tr(A'C D B') = tr[(C D)(B'A')] = 
tr{ [ (C D) (A B) ' ] ' } = tr (A B D'C ) . 
Next we define various matrix derivatives and state some 
theorems regarding their use. 
Definition 2.11: Let A = A(y) be a pxq matrix with 
typical element a,. = a..(Y), where y = (Yw J.J ±J ^ -V 1 ^ r 
We define to be 
35 
3 3. 11 9a 12 9a. Iq 
3Ti 
3A 9 a 21 
9Yi 
9 a 2 2  
3Yi 
9 a 2q 
3Yi 
( 2 . 2 0 )  
9a 
£1 
3Yi 
9a p2 
3Yi 
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3 y .  
Definition 2.12: Let a = a( Y )  be a p x 1 vector with 
typical element a.. = a..(y), and where y = 
13 1] ~ 3a 
(Yi, Yof'-'fY^)'- We define 
9 Y '  
to be 
9 a 
w  
9a^ 
w ,  
3 a, 
w ,  
8Yi 
3 
w .  
9 a, 
3Yo 
9a^ 
3Y, 
9 a, 
3Yr 
(2.21) 
and 
9a' 
W  
to be 
35 
9a' 
3ï 
3 â 
3Y' 
3 a j 
9Y' 
w .  
9 
9  ^
9a, 
3y: 
93.^ 
w .  
9 a 
3? 
fÎE 
9Yo 
9 a, 
9? 
( 2 . 2 2 )  
Theorem 2.6; Let A = A(y) be a p x p symmetric positive 
definite matrix with typical element a..(y), where 1J ~ 
y = (y^, y^'-.-'Tr)'. Then 
9 log |A| 
ây: = tr [A 
-1 
9A 
] . (2.23) 
Proof; The expansion of a determinant according to co-
factors is 
1^1 ^ii^ii •*" ^ij'^ij + ••• + ^ip^ip' (2.24) 
where c.. is the cofactor of a.. in A. The only term 1J 
in (2.24) which depends on a.. is a..c.and c.. does 
9 A 
not depend on a... Hence ^ 
IT da.. 1] 
is the (i,j)th element of A Thus, 
= c^j = a^^lA], where 
37a 
9 |A| 
T a  
so that, 
3 |A| 
9 IAI 
9 a 21 
9 A 
pi 
91A! 
3^12 
alAl 
9 3. 22 
9 A 
P2 
9lAl 
9 |A| 
9 A 
PP 
= A A -1 (2.25) 
9 log lAj 
9A-^ = ^ ( 2 . 2 6 )  
Now, 
9 log Ia| P 
= E 
p 9 log IA| 9a. 
j=l k=l 3Ti 
= tr [A -1 
9A 
] . 
Theorem 2.7; Let A = A(y) be a p x p nonsingular matrix 
with typical element a..(Y), where y = (y,, y_,...,y )'. 1J «S/ «w Z jT 
Then 
9A 
- 1  
SYi 
= -A-1 
a?! ~ (2.27) 
37b 
Proof: Let B = (bu^) be a p x p matrix. It is easily 
~ 1] 
shown that 
3AB 9B 3A 
= A ^ + B ^  . (2.28) 9 y ~  9 y ~  3 y  
Suppose that B in (2.28) is A ^ so that A B = I 
~  ^ "N, "S, P X P 
Then 
3A"^ 3A _ 
and the result follows. 
The topics of vec and vech operators, Kronecker products, 
and matrix derivatives are discussed in Roth (1934), Neu-
decker (1969), Tracy and Dwyer (1969), Theil (1971), Browne 
(1974), and Searle and Quaas (1978). Our brief discussion 
reviews only a few of the results contained in these 
references. 
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III. ESTIMATION OF THE MULTIVARIATE LINEAR 
STRUCTURAL MODEL 
A. Preliminary Notation 
In this chapter we consider estimation of the parameters 
of the structural multivariate linear errors in variables 
model. We use a generalized least squares (G.L.S.) approach 
to analyze the sample covariance matrix of the observed 
random vectors {Y^, X^), t = l,2,.,.,n. For the struc­
tural relationship our results follow directly from results 
given in Browne (1974). 
It will be convenient to use the form of the structural 
model given by Equation (1.6), 
Zt = ^t ^ ~ 1,2,...,n, (1.6) 
where = (Y^, X^), = (x^g, x^), and = (e^, u^) 
and where the definitions and assumptions of model (1.5) 
are given in Section B, Chapter I. Recall that the i^^ 
elements of Z , u., and e are denoted by Z.., u.., 
-V"C u -w u lu lu 
and respectively. 
We consider estimation of the r x 1 parameter vector 
Yq which is composed of the unknown elements of 3, 
and At times we shall treat the unknown parameter 
vector Yq as a vector of mathematical variables. We 
distinguish this usage of Yq writing the unknown 
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parameter vector as y. 
Define the sample covariance matrix by 
-1 ^ — — 
= (n-1) E(Z.-Z) • (Z.-Z) , (3.1) 
"C—_L 
where Z = n Z .Z . Because x, , t = l,2,...,n are 
~ t~~JL*^'C> my L 
independent identically distributed as k-variate normal 
random vectors with mean vector y and covariance matrix 
X B, t = 1,2,—,n are independent identically 
distributed as p-variate normal random vectors with mean vec­
tor y 6 and covariance matrix g'% g. Note that if p> k 
"v ^xx^ 
then the x^g, t = l,...,n have a singular normal distribu­
tion and g'% g is a positive semidefinite matrix of rank 
<««.* XX*^ 
k. Also, e^, t=l,2....,n are (p+k)-variate normal random 
vectors with zero mean and covariance matrix Z distributed 
~e£ 
independently of x^, t = l,2,...,n. Therefore Z^, t = 
l,2,...,n, are independent identically distributed as 
(p+k)-variate normal random vectors with mean y^g and co-
variance matrix (g, ^ h x k> * Izz' "here 
^ ^  is a k X k identity matrix. We also write % = 
^X ~]j.y 
' îk X k^ '?xx^J?' îk X k^ • 
The matrix is distributed as (n-l)~^A, where A 
is a Wishart matrix with n-1 degrees of freedom. We define 
Xn ~ X(yn) to be the expectation of S , so that 
— V -V u — n 
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Z(Yo) = E(S^) 
" îk X k)'?xx^ê' îk X ^ &E 
= 2%% + Zee" (3-2) 
A typical element of X q is denoted by CTgi j ' while a 
typical element of % = X i y )  is denoted by Let the 
-1 1 X q vector s^, where q = 2 (p+k)(p+k+1), be 
defined by 
= vech S^, (3.3) 
and let aty^) represent the expectation of s^. That is 
£'ïo' = Els^) 
= vech E(S ) 
= vech Xq. (3.4) 
Estimation of is based upon the minimization with 
respect to y of the residual quadratic form 
g(ylv«) = [s -a (y) ] ' {2~^ (n-1) G' (V„ a Vf,)G} [s -a(y) ] , 
(3.5) 
where Vq, of appropriate dimension, is a random matrix 
which converges in probability to and G is defined 
by (2.3). To motivate expression (3.5), we use the repre­
sentation of the variance of s^ given in Lemma 3.1. The 
following result is stated in Browne (1974). 
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Lemma 3.1; Assume the model defined by (1.6) with the Z^, 
t = 1,2,...,n, independently and identically distributed as 
(p+k)-dimensional normal vectors with mean zero and covari-
ance matrix Let s_ be defined by (3.1) and (3.3) 
~ n 
and let H be defined by (2.4). Then Q = ^(Yq) = 
(n-l)Var(s^) can be expressed as 
^ = 2H(Xn E • (3.6) 
The matrix is positive definite. 
Proof; Consider elements s. . and s, „ of the matrix S . ij k£ ~n 
Since S„ is a multiple of a Wishart matrix, the covariance 
of Sj^j and s^^ is given by [see Chapter 7, Anderson 
(1958)] 
Cov(Sij, + °ou"ojk> " 
From (2.9) we see this can be written 
CovfSij, B 
^ ?0^ji,£k^ 
+ 2 [(XQ s ^ o^ji,k£ ® ?0^ij,jlk^^' 
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or, using Kronecker deltas, 
n _i (p+k)2 (p+k)2 (p+k)2 (p+k)2 
= t:i s:i ('si'tiSukavt 
+ *si*ti*u&*vk.+ *si*ti*ukavA 
•*" '^si'^tj^u£^vk^^?o'^ ?0^st,uv 
_1 _i (p+k)2 (p+k)2 (p+k)2 (p+k)2 
=  2  ^ ( n - 1 )  Z  Z  Z  Z  { S . S . . + 6 . S . . )  
V=1 U=1 t=l S=1 ] 
(^u&^vk ^ ^ uk^vA^ ^ ^0 ® ^O^st,uv ' 
which, from (2.6), 
(p+k)2 (p+k)2 (p+%)2 (p+k)2 
= 2(n-1) Z Z Z Z H. . , 
V=1 U=1 t=l S=1 
^ ^?0 ® ^0^?kS,,uv 
. 2(n-l,-l[H{Xo e Zo'5':ii,k%-
Therefore, 
(n-1) Var(s ) = 2E(Zr. » 
= 
Since H is of full row rank, îî is positive definite 
Thus, the matrix H defined by (2.6) provides a 
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convenient notation for expressing the covariance matrix 
of a vector composed of the distinct elements of S . 
Using (2.17) and (3.6), we can express ^ as 
= 2"^G'(Xn^ E Xn^)G. (3.7) 
From (3.7) we see that the matrix {2 ^G'(V» a V^)G} of the 
residual quadratic form gfylVg) is a consistent estimator of 
Q, since Vq is assumed to converge in probability to Xq^-
B. Generalized Least Squares Estimation of 
the Multivariate Linear Structural Model 
Browne (1974) considers the class of estimators obtained 
by minimizing with respect to y the quadratic form 
g(y|V) = [s -a(y)]'{2 ^ (n-1)G'(V a V)G}[s -a(y)] 
= 2 ^(n-1) [vec(S (Y))]'(V g V) [vec(S -%(y))] , 
-W Xi -V ""W •%./ VN/ «V li «s/ 
(3.8) 
where V, of appropriate dimension, is either a positive 
definite constant matrix (V=V), or a random matrix 
which converges in probability to a positive definite 
matrix V, and G is defined by (2.3). Using (2.19) we 
can write (3.8) as 
g(y|V) = 2"l(n-l)tr{[S^-X(y)]V}2. (3.9) 
Note that expression (3.8) differs from (3.5) in that the 
matrix V in g(y|v) need not converge to , while V_ 
~ ~ ~ -s, U ^ 0 
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was required to converge to However, the estimators 
Y obtained from minimization of gCyl^g) are contained 
in the class of estimators which minimize g(Y|V). 
Browne calls estimators which minimize (3.8) generalized 
least squares (G.L.S.) estimators. We denote G.L.S. esti­
mators by Y" The name generalized least squares estimator 
arises from the analogy to generalized least squares estima­
tion of the parameters of the general linear model. Expres­
sion (3.5) parallels the Aitken equations of linear model 
theory with the elements of s^ playing the role of the 
observed dependent variables, a(Yn) the expected value of 
^ u 
the vector of observed dependent variables, and 
{2 ^(n-l)G'(V^ a V^)G} an estimate of the inverse of the co-
variance matrix of the observed dependent variables. In fact, 
were G(Ym) a known linear function of the elements of Yo' 
«s/ U -w u 
and if Vq = X Q I^ then by the Gauss-Markov Theorem our 
estimation procedure would yield the best linear unbiased 
estimates of estimable functions of Yr»* 
"Y U 
As with linear model theory, the concept of identifi-
ability of the parameters we wish to estimate is important. 
Generally speaking, we say an unknown parameter vector is 
identified if knowledge of the distribution function of the 
observable random variables uniquely determines the value 
of the parameter vector. Since is a multiple of a 
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Wishart matrix, specification of is equivalent to 
u 
specification of the distribution function of the vector 
s . Hence, we say that y. is identified if X(y.) = 
ri ^ u «X, "sf 
Z(Yj) implies = Yq. 
The next theorem is due to Browne (1974). 
Theorem 3.1: Consider the model of Lemma 3.1. Assume that 
Yn is identified. Then the G.L.S. estimators are consistent. U 
Proof; We use representation (3.9) of g(Y|V). Since Yq is 
identified and V is positive definite, tr{[Xn ~ X(Y)1has 
its absolute minimum of zero at Y = Yq' Now and V converge 
stochastically (in probability) to and V,.and X(Y) is bounded 
2 in a neighborhood of y = Y„. Consequently tr{[S„-X(Y)1V} 
2 
converges in probability to tr{[X_-Z(Y)]V} uniformly in a 
~ U -V ~ 
2 
neighborhood of y = Yn- Since tr{[S -X(Y)]V} is con-
"%/ "W U ""v iX ~ «S» 
tinuous in y, the point y where it has its absolute 
minimum converges stochastically to Yq-
The above proof by Browne is an adaptation of a proof 
by Anderson and Rubin (1956). We state the obvious corollary. 
Corollary 3.1.1; Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Then the estimators 'y are consistent. 
The following theorem gives the limiting distribution 
1 
of n^[s^-o(Yq)]. 
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Theorem 3.2: Assume the model of Lemma 3.1. Then 
1 
2 
n [s -0(t«)] converges in distribution to a normal vector 
•%/ n "w u 
random variable with mean zero and covariance matrix 0. 
Proof; It suffices to show that for each g-dimensional 
nonnull vector of constants a = (a,, a_,...,a )' that 
~ j_ Z CJ 
1 
n^ a'[s„-a(T„) ]-^ N(0, a'Oa). (3.10) 
"X, li «N/ «X/ vj "V -V ""W 
Define the (p+k.)x(p+k) symmetric matrix W to be the 
matrix such that vech(W) = (G'G) ^a, where G is defined 
by vec = Gs^. Then, 
a'[s-A(Y«)] = a'(G'G) ^(G'G)[s -G(Y_)] 
«N» ""V ~ i i ^ \J 
= [vech(W)]'G'G[s -o(y_)] 
«N/ «N» ^ ii ~ **>» V 
= [vec(W)]'{vec[S^-E(S„)]} 
Thus, = tr W[S,^E(Sn)]. 
1 1 
n^ a'[s -o(Y_)] = n^ tr{W [S -E(S )]}. (3.11) 
«N» XI ~ ~ Vy ^ ~ ii <-W Xl 
The matrix A = (Z,-Z)'(Z,-Z) is distributed as 
—j_ "w 1% «SX «V» ^  
A = , where the V , t = l,2,...,n-l are inde-
pendent, each with the distribution N(0, Xq) [Anderson 
(1958, pp. 51-54)]. Hence, we can rewrite (3.11) as 
1 1 „ T T T _i n-1 
n a'[s -a(Y„)] = n (n-1)" tr{W[ E V'V - Xn^-
«Sf ii ""W ""W U ^ t <%• U t=l 
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1 1 
Let 2^=1 = Xg W Zg be the spectral decomposition of 
11 11 
2 2 2 2 
ZQ W Xg ,  w h e r e  Z Q ZQ = ZQI and is a p+k column 
_ 1  _ 1  
vector. Since W=X 
«Sf U -L 1 'S' 1 "S/ 1 
1 " 
n^ tr{W[S^-E(S^)]} 
è -1 2 
= n (n-1) tr{ S [Xg < . ^  ?0 YiYt 
u—JL 1—_L 
1 1 
—~ p+k —^ 
- Zo (.:, AiSiS:)Zo2fo]} 
1=1 
i _i p+k n—1 —i -i 
= n2(n-l)-l Z X.{ Z trEClZo^ YtYtZo Ei-SiSi]) 
1—JL t—J_ 
_i T P+k -i n-1 -t 2 
= [n(n-l) E A. (n-1) Z [ (Ç !Xn V, ) 1 Ç . ] } . 
•T A. , n «S/ ^ «X U ^ ^ ^ 1=1 t=l 
Because ÇiÇ. = 0 for all , the p+k outer suramands are inde-
-i-j 2 
pendent. NowZ^_^(g!Xm is.distributed as Ç'.Ç-x^ -, , where L.—-L "C n~x 
2 
X^_2 is a chi-square random variable with n-1 degrees of 
_ 1  _ 1  
freedom. Thus, (n-1) ^ [ (Ç !Xn^"^4-) ^ - gig.] is asymp-
"C*~X -wl-wU -w "C 
1 
2 totically normal, and n a'(s^-a) is the sum of p+k inde­
pendent random variables each of which is asymptotically 
1 
2 
normal. Therefore, n a'(s^-o) is asymptotically normal for 
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1 
each nonnull vector a. By Lemma 3.1, Var[n^a'(s -o(y_))] 
~ ~ T1 "w (j 
1 
2 
converges to a'Oa, so that n [si -a(Ym)] converges in 
~ ~ ~ il vj 
distribution to a N(0, fi) random vector. 
Theorem 3.3 below is given in Browne (1974). In proving 
this theorem, only the asymptotic distribution as n 
approaches infinity of s^ is needed. The limiting distribu­
tion is multivariate normal with mean and covariance 
matrix (n-1) In Chapter IV it is demonstrated that 
the results of Theorem 3.3 hold for the functional relation­
ship when Q. is not of the form (3.6). And in Chapter V, 
the fact that only asymptotic normality of s is required 
allows us to extend our results to nonnormal multivariate 
errors in variables models. 
Theorem 3.3: Consider the model of Lemma 3.1. Assume 
2 that Yq is identified. Define the (p+k) xr matrix 
A to be 
3 vec X(y) 
and suppose that A  has full column rank. Then the limiting 
1 
2 distribution of n (Y - Y Q) is multivariate normal with zero 
mean and covariance matrix 
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2[A(V) ]'^A(VXnV) [A(V) ] 
where 
A( V )  = A' ( V  I 2  V )  A. 
Proof: Let 
39(Y|V) 
h(y|V) = -
9Y 
3 vec' X(y) 
= 2 [ — ] (V B V) [vec (S -X (y) ) ] 
Using (2.19), a typical element of this vector may b 
expressed as 
_1 a z ( y )  
h.(yI V) = 2 ^ tr{[ V ( s ^ - X(Y)) V ] [  ~  ~  ] } .  
_L ~ ~ ~ "W 11 "v "w ~ i 
By Taylor's theorem 
h(YiV) = h(Y«|V) - 0(Y-Yn), 
where „ 
9h. , r S h. 
- (4) Z(y.-Yn .) B [Sli^ = -
- ij 3y^ 
Y=Y0 
^ 4:i'& '0'& 'SYjSYA' Y= 
and Y* lies between y and Yq* 
Now, 
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and 
3h. d^Ziy) 
^ = 2 -  t r { V [ S n - Z (y) ] V [^Y^]} 
_1 3 2 ( 7 )  a l ( y )  
- 2 tr{Vt-^]V[-^l , (3.16) 
3^1. _T a2(y) 
= 2 tr{V[S_-Z(Y)]V[,^-,: ]-v[^:^]vh ~ -3yj3y% ~ ~n c 2 ~ 9yi3Yj3y% ~ 3Y^ ~ 9YjSY% 
aZ(y) a^zfy) 3Z(y) 
- Y[-iY^^Y[39^] - Y[-^] YEâv^] . 
(3.17) 
since the elements of [S-'^(y^)] and (Y-Ym) con-
verge to zero in probability, since the trace functions in 
(3.16) and (3.17) are continuous, and since the partial 
derivatives are asymptotically bounded in a neighborhood of Y Q  
it follows that [G]^j converges stochastically to 
_ aZ(Y) _ 9Z(Y) 
r i o  
or 
plim 0=2^A'(VaV)A 
n-»-» 
= 2"^ MV). 
This matrix is nonsingular since we have assumed A has 
full column rank and V is positive definite. It follows 
from (3.13) and the fact h(Y|V) =0 that 
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Y = y + 20 ^h(Yp,|V) 
«s, »Ny vj «w 'S* —V U 
and Y is asymptotically equivalent to 
Y = Yn + 2[A'(V a V)A]"\(YnlV) 
= Yo + [A'(V a V)A]"^A'(V !2 V) [vec(S^-^_) ] , (3.18) 
^ U »N» »\* «V ii U 
because 
1 
n^(Y-Y) = ({e"^-[A'(V ® V)A]"^} A'(V a V) 
1 
+0~^A'[(vaV) - (VsV)]) n2[vec(S^-Z_)]} (3.19) 
converges in probability to the null vector as n^<». Since y 
is a linear function of vec S , the limiting distribution 
1 ^ ~n 
2 2 
of n (y-Yn) and of n (y-y^) is multivariate normal 
with mean vector 0 and dispersion matrix 
[ A(V) ]"^A' (V a V)G Var (s^)G' (V oc V)A [ A(V) ] "^ 
=  2  [ A ( V )  ] " ^  A '  ( V  H V ) G  H ( 2 -  ®  2 N ) H '  G ' ( V  a V )  A L A ( V ) R ^ .  
This dispersion matrix may be expressed in the form (3.12) 
after use of (3.13), (2.10), (2.16), and the fact that each 
column of A is formed from a symmetric matrix, 
9Z(Y) 
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This proof is an adaptation of a proof by Malinvaud 
(1970). 
From our previous discussion of the analogy between 
G.L.S. estimation of covariance structures and G.L.S. esti­
mation of linear models, we expect y to be "best" in some 
sense. Because the matrix A = (Z -Z) ' (Z.-Z) is a 
Wishart matrix, we can show in the following corollary that 
the "best" G.L.S. (B.G.L.S.) estimators, y, are 
asymptotically efficient among the class of all consistent 
estimators which are asymptotically normal. 
Corollary 3.3.1; Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 hold. 
The asymptotic dispersion matrix of n^{Y~TQ) is 
-1 -1 2[A(Xq )] . Among the class of consistent asymptotically 
normal estimators of Yq, the B.G.L.S. estimators are 
asymptotically efficient. 
—  - 1  Proof: Setting V = Xn in formula (3.12) shows the 
~ ~ u 2. 
asymptotic dispersion matrix of n^ty-yg) to be 
-1 -1 2[A(Xq )] . To prove asymptotic efficiency of the 
B.G.L.S. estimators we must show that the difference be-
-1 -1 tween 2[A(X. )] and the inverse information matrix of 
the normalized B.G.L.S. estimators based on the exact 
distribution of S^ is o(l). The log of the likelihood 
function of S^ = (n-1) ^A is 
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F(y) = log LiZiy)} S ) = K-2 ^(n-1) log|X(Y)| 
~ 'x/ ~ -w Xl «s/ ' 
- 2 ^(n-1) tr[S^Z(y)], (3.20) 
where K does not depend on y. Thus, 
3F(y) _1 _1 _1 9X(Y) 
= 2 i(n-l) tr{Z l(Y)[Sn-Z(y)]Z ' 
and 
i — l,...,r, 
(3.21) 
9F(Y) _i _i _i 9X(Y) 
= - 2 (n_l) tr{Z (Y)[2 S^-ffY)]? ^ (YiE-iY:-] 
_1 3Z(Y) 
_i _i a^ZfY) 
+ X (Y) [S -X(Y)]X (Y) / 
i = l,...,r; j = l,...,r. (3.22) 
A typical element of the information matrix is 
9F(Y) _i _i aZ(Y) _i 3X(Y) 
1 ] ' 1 ' ] Z=ïo 
_1 3Z(Y) _1 a2(Y) _1 
= 2 l(n-l) tr [-iYT-lZ l(Y)[-^f:-]Z ^ lY) 
I=Y0 
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Letting I (y) be the information matrix of y and using 
~~n 
(2.19), we may write 
I, (y) = 2"^(n-l)[A' 
^ U **«' V "s/ 
~n 
= 2"^(n-l)A(Xq^). 
—  1  — 1  Therefore the difference between 2[A{XQ )] and the in­
verse information matrix of the normalized B.G.L.S. esti­
mators is 
2[l-n(n-l)"^][A(XÔ^)]"^ = -2(n-1)[A-
The result follows. 
In practice, we can obtain a B.G.L.S. estimator by-
setting V_ = S^^. Because E(S ) = and Var{s ) = 
u ix n 'w u «"v n 
-1 -1 -1 0(n ), S^ is a consistent estimator of Xq • 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are due to Browne. Theorem 3.4 
shows that, in addition to yielding a B.G.L.S. estimator of 
y^, use of Vq enables one to test the null hypothesis 
that % = XCYg) against the alternative that % ^  
Theorem 3.4; Consider the model of Lemma 3.1. Assume 
% = and that y_ is identified. Then the limiting 
distribution of gCylV^) is chi-square with q-r degrees 
of freedom, where q and r are the dimensions of s^ and 
y-, respectively. 
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Proof; By (3.19) , n^(y-y) converges in probability to a 
1 
null vector. Also, n^{vec[X(T) - X(Tn) ~ A(y-y»)]} 
converges in probability to a null vector since, by Taylor's 
theorem, 
1 3o..(Y) 
n {a..(Y)-a_.. - [-ijU' "Oij ' 9y' 1 'rio" 
rxo 
1 „2 , , 
-, IT 3 CT. . (y) 
= AY 3V- ! <!-Ï0>' 
=-v* r=y 
where y *  lies between y and y^. 
Consequently n^{vec[S^ - X(y)1} converges 
stochastically to 
1 
n^{vec [S -X (Ya) ] - A{y-Yf.)} 
1 
and 
g(y I V_) = 2 ^:in-l) ({vec[S -K Cy) •] }'(V„ H V^) vec[S -Z(y)]} 
-.rf «s/ \J il "v ~ 'W V U ~ il. »s» ~ 
converges stochastically to 
3o = 2-l(n-l)(Sa-Oo)'Gq(s^-Co), 
where 
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A'(ZÔ^ ?Ô^>'S-
Since G^[H(Xr, & X«)H'] is idempotent of rank q-r, the u u *^ u "w 
limiting distribution of and of g(y|V^) is the 
central chi-square distribution with q-r degrees of free­
dom [Graybill (1976, pp. 135-136)]. 
The above result is analogous to the result of linear 
model theory that the mean square residual is distributed as 
a central chi-square random variable with degrees of free­
dom equal to the number of observations minus the number of 
parameters estimated. 
Theorem 3.5 points out the asymptotic relationship of 
maximum likelihood (M.L.) estimation of to G.L.S. 
estimation of Yq-
Theorem 3.5; Consider the model of Lemma 3.1, and assume 
that YQ is identified. Suppose that y^ is a M.L. 
estimate of Yq and that is a G.L.S. estimate where 
V = [X(Yi)] ^. Then Yo is a B.G.L.S. estimate and 
Pr(Yi^Yo) 0 as n+». 
Proof ; From (3.20) we see that maximizing the Wishart like­
lihood function is equivalent to minimizing 
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G(y) = log|Z(y)| + t r [ S l  ^(y)]- (3.23) 
Consequently, the equations 
3G(Y) _T 9Z(Y) 
= -trfZ <ï' 
i = 1,...,r (3.24) 
and the condition that the matrix with typical element 
a^G(Y) _i _i 9Z(Y) _i SZ(Y) 
— = tiiZ -^(Y) [2S -X(Y)]^ (Y) ^(Y) 
~ ~ ~n ~ ~ ~ ~ dYj_ ~ ~ oYj 
.1 _i .1 3^X(Y) 
- ? (Y) 12 
1 j 
i =  I f . . . ,r, j = 1,...,r 
(3.25) 
be positive definite will be satisfied at the point 
Y=Y2' The equations 
ag(Y|v) 32(Y) 
3y.~ = = 0' i = l,...,r 
(3.26) 
and the condition that the matrix with typical element 
a^g(Y|v) 3Z(Y) aZ(Y) 
-?Y?Y  ^= Y[!n-Z(Y)]Y 
3^Z(Y) 
X ^ 9 Y • 9 Y ^ ^ ~ ^ r ' • ' I j ~ (3.27) 
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be positive definite will be satisfied at the point Y=y2 
when V = X ^(y^)• 
Using reasoning similar to that used in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 it can be shown that the M.L. estimator, 
Y^/ is a consistent estimator of YQ. Consequently 
% ^(Y-[_) is a consistent estimator of and Y2 is a 
B.G.L.S. estimator. 
Equations (3.24) and (3.26) are equivalent when 
V = % ^(y)- Consequently Y=Yn is always a stationary 
point of g(Y|X and will not be a minimum only if 
the matrix with typical element given by (3.27) is not posi­
tive definite. Since the matrix with typical element 
(3.25) is positive definite at Y=9i and since the 
difference 
3'g(YirNyi)) g2g (^ ,  
' ayTTT 3y~3Y7' 
Y=Yi 
-1 -1 3Z(Y) -1 
= -2tr{X (Y) [S -2(Y)]Z (Y) [-=-:-]% "^(y) 
«v -v '«'li ""v -w o y ' ~  ^
3Z(Y) 
(3.28) 
Y=Yi 
converges stochastically to zero, the probability that the 
matrix with typical element (3.27) is not positive definite 
at the point Y=Yj_ tends to zero as n^». This implies that 
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the probability that the point at which G(y) has an 
absolute minimum does not give at least a relative minimum 
I - 1 I -1 
of g(Y|Z (Y^) ) tends to zero as n^a>. Since g(y|%Q ) is 
convex in a neighborhood of and since y^ and yg 
both converge stochastically to y^, the probability that 
there is a minimum at y^ which does not coincide with the 
absolute minimum at y^ tends to zero as n->«>. 
This result implies that M.L. estimators will have the 
same asymptotic properties as B.G.L.S. estimators. For small 
samples, however, we are unable to determine general condi­
tions under which y, = y_. If y^ = y_ we see from 
Corollary 3.3.1 that the estimated variances of y^ and y^ 
are identical, given by 
9 vec X(y) 
Var{y,) = Vârf?,) = 2(n-l) [ " ~ 3X~ (Y) a (y) 
9 vec % (y) 
(3.29) 
^ ' ay ' 
Y=Yi=Y2-
For the special case where X(y) is linear in y, 
Browne (1974) obtained a closed form solution for a G.L.S. 
estimator y. Applying (2.19) to (3.26) we have 
aZ(y) aZ(Y) 
0 = tr{V[S -X(y)]V[-^^] } = tr{[S^-X(y)]V[-=^]V} 
•V il ~ ~ ~ O y m/ il m/ mw -w  ^ Y ~ 
9 vec X(y) 
= [vec S -vec ^  (y) ] • (V a V) [ ^ ~ ] . (3.30) 
•wX i  -V  - s .  -w  ^  o  Y 
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For X(T) linear in y  we can write vec / ( y )  =  A y ,  s o  
9 vec X(y) 
that 5—, ~ = A. This allows us to express (3.30) as 
0 Y ~ 
Y' A' (V ss V) A = (vec S )'(V a V)A 
= [vec(VS V)]'A, 
«N/ il *V m/ 
using (2.18) and (2.12). 
Thus, 
Ï = [A'(V a V)A]~^A' vec(VS V) 
= [A(V)]"^A' vec(VS V). (3.31) 
~ «s» ~ Xi A., 
The following iterative procedure is suggested by these 
results. 
1. Use (3.31) with V = to obtain 
2. Use (3.31) with V = % ^Xy^) to obtain ^2' 
3. Repeat this procedure until the difference between 
y^^ and y%^^ is suitably small. 
This procedure, as Browne (1974) observed, is equivalent to 
the Fisher scoring method for obtaining M.L. estimates. How­
ever, Kendall and Stuart (1967) pointed out that convergence 
to the M.L. estimate is not guaranteed when using the Fisher 
scoring method, so that the successive G.L.S. estimators 
y^, y2,..., need not converge to y^. 
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We conclude this chapter by observing that the results 
derived thus far have depended upon the fact that the co-
variance matrix of s_ for the structural model has the 
~n 
special form = H'(Zn a We consider the functional 
model in Chapter IV. The covariance matrix of s in the 
~n 
functional case includes a component due to the fixed x^, 
t = l,2,...,n. We shall extend the principal results of 
this chapter to this covariance structure. 
6 2  
IV. ESTIMATION OF THE MULTIVARIATE LINEAR 
FUNCTIONAL MODEL 
A. Preliminary Notation 
Many of the results of Chapter III can be extended to 
the multivariate linear functional model. The notation used 
in this chapter will, when appropriate, be the same as that 
used for the structural model. We shall use the form of 
the functional model. 
t = 1,2,...,n, (1.6) 
where now u = (x g, x ) is a (p+k)-dimensional vector 
of unknown constants. The remaining definitions and assump­
tions of model (1.6) are given in Section B, Chapter I. 
The unknown r x 1 parameter vector Yq contains the un­
known elements of g and % . If we regard as a Ces ^ 10 
vector of mathematical variables we delete the subscript. 
The vectors Z^, t = 1,2,..., are independent (p+k)-
dimensional normal random vectors with means y^, t = 
1,2,..., and common covariance matrix % . We define the G G 
sample moment matrix S to be 
~n 
1 * S_ = n ^ Z z;z . (4.1) 
t=l 
We define S^ by (4.1) rather than (3.1) because of no-
tational convenience. The results of this chapter can be 
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derived using definition (3.1) with the only possible 
difference being n replaced by n-1. Asymptotic results 
are unaffected by the choice of definition. Because the x^, 
t = l,2,...,n are vectors of fixed unknowns, the matrix 
S is no longer a multiple of a Wishart matrix. Rather, 
the distribution of nS is that of a noncentral Wishart 
~n 
matrix. 
We define % (y.) to be the expectation of S . Thus, Il u -s/ n 
Zn(?o) = B(Sn) 
-1 I" 
= n ^E( Z z:z.) 
t=l~^~ 
-1 ^ 
= n E[ E (u + e )' (y + c )] 
t—j_ 
-1 ^ 
= n E u'u + X . (4.2) 
^ ^  
Now, = x^(g, îk X that 
^ .^iHtHt ^ 4-^1 -k X k^'-t-t^E' îk X k^ t=l t=l 
= <?' îk X J, ïiït''!' k X k> 
= <!' ik X lc''Yn'5' îk X k'' (4-31 
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-1 n 
where V- = n 2. , x'x.. If we let t=l ~t~t 
îîn = <?' îk X k''Yn'?' îk X k'' (4-4) 
we may then express as 
?n<ÏO> = & + • (4.5, 
We shall denote typical elements of % (y^) and % (y) 
by a.. „(yn) and a.. „(y), respectively. 
-1 The q X 1 vector, s^, where q = 2 (p+k)(p+k+1), 
is defined to be 
s^ = vech . (4.6) 
Let a = a (y.) be defined by 
«"V li «N* ii U 
2n(ïo' = =(!n' 
= vech E(S^) 
= vech j^^ (Yq) . (4.7) 
B. Generalized Least Squares Estimation of the 
Multivariate Linear Functional Model 
Estimation of y^ is based upon the minimization with 
respect to y of the residual quadratic form 
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f(y|D(fi)) = [s - a (y)]'D(fi)[s - a (Y)]. (4.8) 
«v -w «V "S, il -s. Xi *V «s.* -M Xi ""V XI ^ 
The matrix D(fi) is a- (qxq)-dimensional random matrix which 
converges in probability to ^ where 
1 
= lim Var [n^ (s -a ) ] . (4.9) 
n^oo " 
We shall examine asymptotic properties of the estimator 
Y which minimizes expression (4.8). To ensure that 0 
and, hence, f(Y|D(n)) are well-defined, we impose restric­
tions upon the limiting behavior of S^, or, equivalently, 
on the limiting behavior of V . Let v.. be the 
~n 1j,n 
(i,j)th element of V . We say that V converges 
(elementwise) to a matrix V = (v..), or that V is the 
~ Ij ^ 
limit of V , if v.. converges to v.. for all 
~n' i],n ^ 1] 
i = l,2,...,p+k and j = l,2,...,p+k. If V converges to 
V, then = n-1 HtHt = îk x îk x k' 
converges to M = (g, I, .)'V(g, I, , ) . The following 
•s* "V X Jv -w ^ X 
lemma considers the limiting behavior of a and = 
~n ~n 
n Var(s^) under the assumption that converges to a 
positive definite matrix V. 
Lemma 4.1: Assume the model defined by (1.6) and let s 
and a be defined by (4.6) and (4.7), respectively. Let H 
~ n ~ 
be defined by (2.6) and assume that converges to a posi­
tive definite matrix V. Then converges to 
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a  =  vech( X  + M), and fi = n Var(s ) converges to a 
positive definite matrix where 
= 2H{X s Z  + 2M a (4.10) 
Proof; Consider an element of , s.. „ = n z ^  4.Z • 4. • 
——— "-11 Ij /li "C—X 1"C ] "C 
-1 n 
We have that E(s^j^^) = n 2^=1 ^^ij ^it^jt^ = 
o.. + m.. where m.. ^ is the (i,j)th element of . ijij/ii ij/ii ~n 
But m.. converges to m.., the {i,j)th element of 13, n 1] 
M, so that a  converges to a  =  vech( X _  + M). 
-w 1% «N» «"v £ £  ^
To find the limit of , observe that s = 
~ n n 
-1 n 
n Z, ,H vec Z'Z . By independence of the Z. , t = 
l,2,...,n, and using (2.18), 
-1 I" 
= n Z Var(H vec Z'Z ) 
•N» il t""! •"1—U 
-1 
= n Z Var[H(Z' s Z') vec In ^ 
 ^  ^^  -w _L )C 
-1 
= n E Var[H(y + e )' a (y + e )'] 
^  2  ^  L .  ' «U  — U  - vU  
-1 ^ 
= n Z Var[H(u' a u' + u' fit e' + e' a y' + e' K e')] 
-1 ^ 
= n Z H[Var(y! a e' + e' ® y' + c' g E')]H'. 
Because the third moment about the mean of the normal distribu­
tion is zero, 
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fi = n ^ 2 H[Var(y' se") + Var(e' h y') 
«V/ Il , 1 t "Sf t t »N« t 
+ Var(s' a e|) + Cov(y' » e', s' b y') 
*v» t '*>' t «\X ^  ~ t ~ t «"V t 
+ Cov(e' s> y', y' s £')]H' . 
From Definition. 2.6, it follows that H(y^ s e^) = 
H(e^ a y^), so that 
H Var (s' a y')H' = H Var (y' a eMH' , 
-w "w  ^ L. -w «-W *s.« ^   ^ —/ 
and 
H Cov(y' a £', £' a y')H' = E{[H(y' a £')][H(e' a y')]'} 
= E{[H(y' a e')][H(y' a £')]'} 
= H Var(y* a £:)H' . 
«"v L  ^T". «V 
Similarly, 
H Cov(£' a y ' , y ' a eMH' = H Var (y' a e')H' . 
Thus, 
-1 " GL = n Z H[Var(£! < s  e ! )  + 4  Var(y: « £'}]H' . 
4 -  —1  U  U  ~  "C  -wU  ' v  
Now, 
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Var(ii' es e ! )  = E[(y' a e') (y' s e!!.)'] 
E [ (y^ s E^) (y^ Si E^) ] 
E'HtHt îiSt> 
HtKt ® ?ee' 
Also, from Lemma 3.1, 
H Var(E' a EMH' = 2H(Z__ a ZL_)H'. 
Therefore, 
-1 ^ GL = 2n ^ E H[Z a % + 2(y'y a 2Lp)]H' 
i l  ~  o  c .  £  c .  c -£  ~  
= 2H(Z__ a Z__ + 2M a . 
"w  C .  C .  —X i  C ,  C ,  " v  
since converges to a positive definite matrix V, 
V = U'U for some nonsingular matrix U, implying that 
M = TT, where r = U(3, I, , ) . Also, % = T'T 
^ ^ •> .» •%/  «s*  JC "^ £ £ «S, 
for some nonsingular matrix T. Thus, 
M a ^  =  r ' r  a  T ' T  
«S» «SX £ s ~ 
= ( r '  a T' ) ( r  a T) 
=  ( r  a T) ' ( r  a T) 
and 
Z B X = T'T E T'T 
«»O££ «V 'Xf «"W "W 
= (T a T) ' (T a T) , 
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where T h T is nonsingular since T is nonsingular. Hence 
a is positive definite and M a / is positive 
semidef inite, so that lim = 2H(X a Z + 2M a Z ) H ' 
n-^ °° ~ -EE ~e£  ^ ~ee ~ 
is positive definite. 
The following result is given in Nussbauiti (197 8) . 
Theorem 4.1; Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 hold. Assume 
that converges to a positive definite matrix V. Then 
"2 
n (s -a ) converges in distribution to a normal random 
•^n n 
vector with mean zero and covariance matrix Q.. 
Proof ; It suffices to show that for each q-dimensional 
nonnull vector of constants a = (a,,a^,...,a )' that 
± z g 
1 
n^a' (s„-a„ )^-^N(0, a'Oa). (4.11) 
•V ~ X i Ji «V -V 
Define the (p+k) x (p+k) symmetric matrix W to be the 
— 1 
matrix such that vech(W) = (G'G) a, where G is defined 
by vec = G s^. Then, 
a'(s —0 ) = a'(G'G) (G'G)(s -o ) 
•N» ""W Xi ^ il  ^ «S* m.» ""W Xi '**' Il 
= [vech(W) ]'G'G(s^-a ) 
= [vec(W)]'{vec[S^-E(S^)]} 
= tr W[S^-E(S^) ] . 
Thus, 
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1 1 
n^a'(s -a ) = tr{W[S -E(S )]} 
»S# 1% -w li li «Ni» 1% 
"è ^ 
= n ^tr{W[ Z (Z'Z,-E(Z'Z.))]}. 
t—X 
1 1 
Let A.Ç.Ç! = be the spectral decomposition of 1—j_ -v£ s»'c o 
11 11 
WX^_ where X = and Ç. is a p+k column 
'w££ ' s / ' s ^Co  -vC-C .  ~c . c . ' ^oc -  ~J -
_ 1  _ 1  
vector. Since W = % A.Ç.Ç!)/^ , 
~  ^ o o  J . " ~ X  c .  c ,  
% ""7 " "•J P+k -i 
n^ tr{w(S„-E(S^) ] } = n ^ tr{ Z [f, Z X . Ç • Ç M X^^ZÎZ, 
« ^ ^ 1 1  - N»X1 , 1 "v c, c, • -I t=i 1=1 
-- p+k --
1=1 
p+k -4 n. -i -i 
= J, 5i?t ?el^i 
_ 1  _ 1  
- ^(Ii hi Hit hi Si>lJ 
= Xj^n ? [(q X 2 zp^-E(q zp^]]. 
X  X  £  E  ~ U  ~  X  ~ E £  t  
(4.12) 
Because ÇÎÇ. = 0 for all i ^  j, the p+k outer summands 
~i~ J 
of the last expression are independent random variables. 
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Thus, for proving asymptotic normality of (4.11) it suffices 
to prove that each of the p+k outer summands is asymptotical-
_1 
ly normal. Now, (Ç! t is distributed as a non-
central chi-square random variable with noncentrality 
parameter w , where 
^ 1 
n ~2 „ 
% = ZssHtl 
-1 _1 
= " Si h i  ïn Zee' li-
By a suitable transformation [Anderson (1958, Exercise 3.7)], 
it can be shown that 
1 ^ 1 1 
~ 2  ~ 2  2  ~ 2  2  
n 2 [(Ç! Zj z;) - E(q ZM^l 
""2 2 2 
= n ^ z [y; - E(Y;)] 
t=l ^ 
_1 1 _1 1 
+ n ^(yq + w2)2 - n ^E(Yq + w^)^, (4.13) 
where Yj^/ i = 1,2,...,n are independent standard normal 
_1 
variables. Now n ^ - E(y^)] is asymptotically 
normal. Also, 
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n ^(Yq + w2)2 - n ^E(Yq + o)^) ^ 
= n 2[y2 _ E(Y^)] + 2(w^n 
and 
_ 1  _ 1  
lim n~^ w 
n ~i CEE ~~ee ~i 
(say) 
= "o-
Therefore, the last two summands in (4.13) converge in law 
to N(0, 4Wq), so that the entire expression (4.13) is 
asymptotically normal. Thus, expression (4.12), or equiva-
1 
2 lently n a'(s -o ) is asymptotically normal for all non-
«V «W «V n 
1 
2 
null a. From Lemma 4.1, Var[n (s -a )] = a'0 a con-
^ ^IÏ ~n ~ ~Ti~ 
2  
verges to a'fia. Therefore, n (s -a ) converges in 
's. ~ n n 
distribution to a normal vector random variable with 
mean zero and covariance matrix fi. 
The next three theorems extend to the functional model 
the results of Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4. The first 
theorem proves the consistency of a class of estimators 
defined to be those estimators which minimize 
f{Y|D) = [s -a (Y)]'D[s -a (Y)], (4.14) 
-v ~ il ~X1 "S« ~ --I1 -«li. 
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where D, of dimension g x g, is either a random 
matrix which converges in probability to a positive definite 
matrix D as n approaches infinity, or a positive 
definite constant matrix (D=D). Estimators which minimize 
(4.14) are called generalized least sguares (G.L.S.) esti­
mators, and will be denoted by y. By Lemma 4.1 the esti­
mators Y are contained in the class of G.L.S. estimators. 
Before stating Theorem 4.2, we need to extend the 
notion of identifiability to the functional model. For 
the structural model, is a multiple of a Wishart matrix, 
Xo = (6. ly. ^ „) 'Exxte, Jk x k' + ?ee ^ function of 
a finite number of parameters. Recall that Yq is said to 
be identified if knowledge of the distribution function of 
s^ uniguely determines Yq* For the structural model, the 
distribution function is specified once Zq is specified. 
Hence, we defined Yq to be identified if = ^(Yq) 
implies Yi = YQ-
Specification of ^^(Yq) does not determine the 
distribution of s in the functional case, however. This 
is because = (B, ^ + Xgg 
is a function of an indefinitely increasing number of 
parameters, x^, t = 1,2,... . Because we are not 
interested in estimating the incidental parameters, x^, 
we include only the elements of in the unknown parameter 
7 4  
vector, y.. Thus, is composed of elements of g, 
m/ (J 'w U «V 
% , and V . We define Yn = lim y_, so that y„ is com-
n^co 
posed of elements of g, and V. We say Yq is 
identified if XCy^) = ZCTg) implies Y^ = 7 Q-
Theorem 4.2; Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. 
Assume that Yq is identified. Then the G.L.S. esti­
mators are consistent. 
Proof ; Since y is identified and D is positive defi­
nite, [o(Yn) ~ cr (y) ] ' D [a (Yn) ~ o(y)] has its absolute 
minimum of zero at y = Tq- Now from Lemma 4.1 we have that 
s„ converges in probability to o(Ym)f since E(s ) and 
Var(s^) converge to ^(Yq) and zero, respectively. Also, 
D converges in probability to D and a(Y) is bounded in 
a neighborhood of y = Yq- Consequently, f(Y|D) converges 
in probability to [a(Yn) ~ cr (y) ] *d [a (Yrv) ~ c(y)] uniformly 
in a neighborhood of Y = Yq- Since f(Y|D) is continuous 
in Y/ the point y where it has its absolute minimum 
converges stochastically to Yq-
We state the obvious corollary. 
Corollary 4.2.1; Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 hold. 
Then the estimators ^ are consistent. 
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Theorem 4.3; Assume the model defined by (1.5) and let s^ 
and be defined by (4.6) and (4.7), respectively. 
Let be defined by (4.3). Assume converges to 
a positive definite matrix V and that Yq is identi­
fied. Define the q x r matrix A by 
3 a  ( y )  
Y=Y lO' 
and suppose that A has full column rank. Then the 
1 
2 ^ limiting distribution of n (Y~Yq) is multivariate normal 
with zero mean and covariance matrix 
(A'DA)~-A'DJ2DA (A'DA)"^. (4.15) 
Proof ; 
Let 
- 3 f  ( y  I  D) 
h(Y|D) = -
3Y 
30%(y) 
We may express a typical element of the column vector 
7 6  
h(YlD) as 
3a'(y) 
where is the i^^ row of 3?^ — By 
By Taylor's theorem, 
h(Y|D) = h(y_|D) - 0(9-?.), 
where the (i,j)th element of given by 
9h. , r 9^h. 
- (t) Z (Yo-Tn J 3^ ] 
=  Y *  y=y ^3 9Yj y=y^ 2 I -O.S, 3Yj3Y% 
and Y* lies between Yq and y. 
Now, 
3h. a^p.fy) 3c,(Y) 30 (y) 
- = 2{[, ]D[s -a (Y)] - [-^^]D[-^^]} 
, (4.16) 
and 
3y • 9y-9y- ~ ~n ~n -i 9y- ~ 9y • ] 1 ] •• ' 
3^h. 3^o;(y) 3(i„(y) 
]D[s„-a„(Y)] - IDi ~L' 1 9Yj9Y£ 3Yj_9Yj9Y£ ~ ~n JL 9Y^9Yj - 9y 
9^0' (Y) 9a (y) 9cr (y) 9^a (y) 
-  [ 3 ? ^ ' p [ - % - ] - g ) .  
Since the elements of s  -  a  (Yn) and Y~Yn converge 
'^ n n  ^u ~ u 
to zero in probability, B converges to D in probability. 
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and the partial derivatives are bounded in a neighborhood 
of YQ, it follows that 0^^ converges stochastically to 
9a' (y ) _ 3a(Y.) 
That is, 
plim 0^= 2A'DA. (4.17) 
n-voo 
By assumption A is of full column rank, implying that 
2A'DA is nonsingular. 
Because h(Y|D) = 0, it follows that 
Y = Tn + 0 ^ h(Yn|D), (4.18) 
~ 'V U 'vjl «V 'V \J -V 
1 
and that plim n^(j-y) = 0, where 
n-^oo 
Y = Yn + (2A'DA)"^h(Yn|D) 
= Yn + (A'DA) ^ A'D[s -0^{y-,) ] , (4.19) 
because 
1 1 
n^(Y-Y) = [0 ^A'D-(A'DA) ^A'D]n^[s -a (y^)^ 
= {[0~^-(A'DA)~^]A'D 
1 
+ 0 ^ A ' (D-D ) }n^ [s^-CT (Yn) ] ' (4.20) 
~ -w. -w. u 
1 
2 The limiting distribution of n (y-Yq) > and hence of 
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1 
2  
n (y-yg)/ is multivariate normal with zero mean vector 
and dispersion matrix given by 
(A'DA)~^A'MDA (A'DA)"^. 
We say for any two square matrices A and B that 
A is bounded below by B in the Loewner sense of in­
equality, denoted by A>_B, if A-B is positive semidef inite. 
Among G.L.S. estimators, the estimators Y are shown to be 
"best," in the Loewner sense of having minimum asymptotic 
variances, in the following corollary due to Browne (1974). 
Corollary 4.3.1; The asymptotic dispersion matrix of the 
normalized G.L.S. estimator n2(y-YQ) is bounded below by 
-1 -1 (A'O A) in the Loewner sense of inequality. This 
bound is attained by the normalized G.L.S. estimators 
1 
Proof: Since [n Var(s_)] ^ = 0 converges to 
—2 -n --n ^ 
— 1 ""1 
n (y-yv) has asymptotic dispersion matrix (A'^ A) 
Furthermore, 
(A'DA)'"^A'DODA (A'DA)"^ - (A'fi~^A)~^ 
= [DA (A'DA) - fi"^A(A'ft~^A)~Vfi[DA(A'DA)~^ 
- S^~^A(A'f2~^A)~^] 
>  0 ,  
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since ïï is positive definite. 
In addition to providing a "best" G.L.S. estimator, 
expression (4.14) can be used to test the null hypothesis 
that a = a(Yn) against the alternative that a afy ). 
Theorem 4.4; 
Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Assume that 
is identified and that A has full column rank. Then the 
limiting distribution of nf(Y|D(^)) is chi-square with q-
degrees of freedom. 
Proof: It was seen from (4.20) in Theorem 4.3 that 
1 
n^(Y-Y) converges in probability to a null vector. Also, 
1 ~ ~ 
n^[a^(y) - cr (y ) - Afy-y.)] converges in probability to 
a null vector since, by Taylor's theorem. 
1 9a.(y) 
[°i(Yo) + -97^ n^{0^(y) 
1 
where 
3 i i. /s ] and y* lies between y and 
SOj, (y) 
Sy ' 9y 
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1 
/S 
Consequently, n"[s^-a^(y)] converges stochastically to 
1 1 1 
n^[s -a (y)] + n^[a(y-y)] + [cf_ (y)-^^ (ïn) (t-yn) ^ 
1 
= n^ [s -a (Yn)-A (Y-Yn) J 
"W il «N» ~VJ ~ «\/ \J 
1 
= n^[I-A(A'Sl"^A)"^A'J^"^] [s; -o^ (?_)], 
«Sf «s* «N« «s*  ^ »V» -*< Xx «vil "V V 
the last equality holding because of (4.19) in Theorem 4.3. 
Then nf(Y|D(0)) converges stochastically to, say, f^, 
where 
^0 ="'?n"J<ïo"'î'o'Sn-2n'ïo"' 
and, 
= [I-A(A'J^~^A)~^A'S7~^] 'fi"^[I-A(A'Jî"^A)"^A'Jî"^] 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
= ^ A(A'0 A) A'O . 
Since MqÎÎ is idempotent of rank q-r, the limiting 
distribution of nf^ and of nf(Y|D(^)) is the central chi-
square distribution with q-r degrees of freedom 
[Graybill (1976, pp. 135-136)]. 
We have seen that within the class of G.L.S. esti­
mators, the estimators y have desirable properties. 
However, calculation of y requires a consistent esti-
mator of 0 . If converges elementwise to V, we 
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have the following. 
sign) = + "n 
2n = 25'?se » ?« + 
lim Q = 
n-^co 
where was defined in (4.4). This suggests the 
following procedure. 
1. Obtain a consistent estimator of Z , say î , C e s  ~ e e  
where is positive definite. 
2. Use and to obtain a positive semidefinite 
matrix which is a consistent estimator of M. 
3. Set n = 2H(2 S Z  + 2M IS X  )H' and solve 
~  ~ e e  ~ e £  ^ n  ~ e e  
for D = fi 
We consider each step in more detail. 
Step 1; (Obtain 
Suppose repeated observations on (Y^, X^) are 
available, say (Y,^, X,^), where 
•N/ tZS -w tZs 
ïts = y* + ?ts' 
ïts = ït + Sts' (4-21) 
and are independent identically distributed as 
(p+k)-variate normal vectors with covariance matrix 
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s = 1,2,.../Tq, t = 1,2,The true values (y^, x^) 
are assumed to satisfy 
?t ^  ?tê* (4.22) 
Then, 
1 n ^0 _ _ 
?ee = ^f^'ïts-ït.' 5ts-ït.' 
(?ts-ït.' ?ts-ït.''' (4-23) 
where 
-1 ""o - -1 ""o 
ït. = ^0 Hts ît. = Co ïts' 
s— jl s—x 
is an unbiased estimator of % . In fact, n(r_-l)X^ c c u -^  £ £ 
has a Wishart distribution with nCr^-l) degrees of free-
dom, so that % = + Oi (n ^). The matrix will be p «»-££ 
positive definite with probability one. 
If repeated observations on (Y^, X^) are not avail­
able, but the unknown parameters of are identified, 
the G.L.S. procedure with D = I will yield a consistent 
estimator The unknown parameters of could be 
identified if we have prior knowledge of the structure of 
For example, it may be reasonable to assume that % 
•^ £ £ ^ £ £ 
is diagonal. Let y include the unknown parameters of X 
~ 'w £ £ 
and assume the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied. From 
(4.18) in Theorem 4.3 we have that 
8 3  
y = Yn + 0~^h(YQ|D). 
- 1  
For D = I and since Var(s^) = 0(n ), 
h(Yo|D) = 2A'[s -a (y )] 
_1 
= Op(n-2). 
Also, from (4.17) in Theorem 4.3, plim 0 ^  = 2 ^(A'A) so 
n^oo ~ ^ 
-1 - ~ 2  that 0 = 0(1). Thus, Y = Yn + 0^(n ), or, 
P ^ «s- U P 
1 
ht = 
Our choice of D = I is for illustrative purposes only. In 
practice one might set D = 2 ^G'(S ^ a S ~)G. This choice 
""w »>w n «"w 'w j_ 
of D provides a consistent estimator of Var[n2(s -a )] 
~ ~n ~n 
for the structural model, and converges to a positive 
definite constant matrix for the functional model. 
The G.L.S. estimator so obtained may not be posi-
-w £ £ 
tive definite, but it is possible to modify the estimator to 
produce a positive definite matrix. We shall henceforth 
assume that the estimator of is positive definite. 
Step 2 ; (Obtain M_) 
Define as 
?n = %c' M.24) 
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where À is the smallest root of Is - XZ 1=0, and 
'~n ~ec' 
is the estimate of obtained from step 1. Then, 
as the next theorem shows, M is a positive semi-definite 
matrix which is a consistent estimator of M. 
Theorem 4.5: Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Let 
be defined by (4.24). Then is a positive semi-
definite matrix which converges in probability to M. 
Proof ; We consider minimization with respect to a of 
a' S a 
— , (4.25) 
where aQMO) is any (p+k)-dimensional column vector of un­
known variables. Minimization of (4.25) with respect to a 
is equivalent to the following problem. 
minimize: a'S a 
n~ 
subject to: = 1. 
The Lagrangian for this problem is 
X(a, A) = a'S a - X(a'Z a - 1). 
Therefore, the a minimizing (4.25) satisfies 
<5n -
where X is the smallest root of IS -XZ I =0. The 
'~n ~ ee' 
minimum value for the ratio (4.25) is 
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a ' S^a 
à'fec? 
Thus, for any a ^ 0, 
a ' S a 
/ A • 
is positive semidef inite since 
a'(S^ - a > 0. 
"v Xi o C. "V 
Under the stated assumptions 
plim S = % + M 
»s» li C» t» ^ 
and 
plim = ZcE-
Because A is a locally continuous function of the elements 
of S_ and % , and because M is of rank k for all n, 
n '^ £ £ ~ri 
plim À = 1. 
Therefore, 
plim = Zcs + g - Zee = 5" 
Step 3: (Calculate fî 1) 
Because is positive definite and is positive 
semidefinite, the matrix is positive definite, where 
= 2H(Z H % + 2M a . 
~ c c, «^c-c. -«ii -«£c.'v 
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Further, since and are consistent estimators of 
Z and M, respectively, 
~ £ 'w 
plim n = 
~-l Since the elements of ^ are continuous functions of the 
elements of n, 
plim 0 = 0 . 
Inversion of 0 may present computational difficulties, 
since Q, is of dimension q x q, where q = 2 ^(p+k) (p+k+1) . 
We note that (4.8) can be written as 
f(y|D(i^)) = [s -a (y) ]'T'T [s -a (y) ] , 
«"w <^ 11 11 «N» 11 il fw 11 ."w 11  ^
where T'T = [Var(s„)] ^. The following theorem shows 
how to construct such a T , assuming E(S ) and X 
~n ^ ~n ~e£ 
are known. 
Theorem 4.6; Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. A 
matrix, T^, such that T'T_ = [Var(s )] ^ , is 
•s# 11 'vXl'wll 1% 
In = ® ?n>S' (4-26) 
where G and H are defined by vec S = G vech S and 
«s# 'V 
H = (G'G) ^G*, the matrix R satisfies 
?n^?££ •*" ~n^?n ^  î (p+k) x (p-!-k) 
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(say) 
= diag(d^^, = D^ 
(say) 
?n^^n?n ^ diagfc^^, ^ 22' * * *'*^(p+k) , (p+k) ^ " ~n' 
_1 1 1 
2 ~2 ~2 
and L^ = diag(b^^ , '•••'^gq )' where = 
diag(b^^, b22f--fbg^) is given by 
B_ = 2n~^H(D a D + C a D )H'. 
<N/XI XI XI ~n n 
Proof; From (4.5) we have that E(S„) = _ + M_, 
-^n -v E E XI 
— 1 ^ 
where M = n Z uiu.• Since is positive definite, 
~Ii ^ 1 —£E 
there exists a nonsingular matrix, Q, such that = 
î(p+k) x (p+k)' Also, since QM^Q' is a real, postive semi-
definite matrix, there exists an orthogonal matrix, P^, 
such that P„9M„Q'P;, = diagis^, '(p+k),(p+k)»' 
1 11 
2 2 2 
where all 6.. > 0. Letting D = diag(d,,, d„-,..., 
xjL ri XX ^ 6 
1 
a(p+k),(p+k))' "here 
I 1  ^dii = (^ ^ g ) r i = 1, 2 , . . . , p+k, 
1 
2 
we then have that R = D P Q satisfies 
•w n -w XI ~ XI ~ 
(i) SntZeE + %n)!h = :(p+k) x (p+k) 
Sh^EE^h ^ diagfd^^, #22'''''^(p+k),(p+k)) (4.28) 
(say) 
= ?n 
8 8  
?n~n?n diag(c^^, (4.29) 
(say) 
" 9n' 
where i = l,2,...,p+k. Note that the d^^ 
and i = l,2,...,p+k, are functions of the eigen­
values of QM Q'. We have not subscripted d.. and c.. IX 11 
with n for notational convenience. 
Consider now the (i,j)th element of S , s.. , 13 / n 
where 
=ii,n = X "it'it-
and is the element of Z . Then, 
CovCSi-^n' V-n' = + °ih"jg + l^itVjh 
+ l'it%ht°ig + "jtl^gt^ih + "jt^ht^ig' ' 
where y. is the i^^ element of y . Let v.. denote 
It. ~ t 1J / li 
the (i,j)th element of R S^R'. From (4.1) we have that 
ri'^  li-- n 
-1 ^ p. S„R! = n Z R. Z'Z^R' 
nn«s#n 
-1 ^ 
= n E SIS. , 
t_i ~z.~x. 
where Ç' = R Z' is distributed as a (p+k)-variate normal 
"c u 
random vector with mean vector R yl = v' and covariance 
«Si» rx ^  t 'v t 
matrix R^^ R' = D . Thus, 
~n~£e~n ~n 
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n 
Cov(v.j,n, ^ + v.^Vgtdjh 
+ VitVhtdjg + + Vj^Vhtfig) 
^n) (^ig^jh ^ ^ ih^jg ^ig^jh ^ih^jg 
^jg^ih 
where is the i^^ element of v^ and is the 
(i,j)th element of C^. Hence, from (4.28) and (4.29), 
'n ^(2dJ^ + if i = j 
Cov(v.. , V , ) ={n ^(d..d.. + c..d.. + c..d..) 
= g = h 
• • f  13,n gh,n 11 ]] 11 ]] ]] 11' 
if i = g, j = h 
0, otherwise 
or i = h, j = g, and i ^  j 
We have defined H so that vech R S R' = H vec R S R' . 
From (2.18), and Definition 2.7, 
vech R S R' = H(R^ a R, )vec S 
« w  n  X I " V  r i  n  ~  n  
= H(R IS R )G S^. 
~ri -^xi 'v ri 
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1 1 1 
"2 
11' 
, "2 
^22'*• 
-a 
Now, 
Covtvech R„S_^e;) = diag(b^, 
(say) 
" ?n' 
where = 2n"^H(D la D + C a D„)H'. (4.30) 
«v»i "w "s, 1% n n il 
i i i
•? 9 0 
Then 
Cov(L^ veoh R^S r^;) = Ig X g. 
Thus, a matrix T , such that T'T = [Var(s )] is 
T„ = L H(R H R )G. 
•V» «W 1% li "N» 
We can use the results of Theorem 4.5 to avoid the 
—1 direct computation of 0 
Corollary 4.6.1; Let the assumptions of Theorem 4^6 hold. 
Let and be positive definite and positive semi-
definite matrices, respectively, satisfying plim X = 
n-><» 
and plim M = M . Then a matrix, T , such that 
n->oo 
T'T~ is a consistent estimator of [Var(s )] ^ is R ~ n 
T = L H(R H R )G, 
n n n Zi 
where G and H are defined by vec S = G vech S and 
~ ~ 'vji ~ -V. n. 
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-1 ~ H = (G'G) G', and the definitions of L and R follow 
«S, -W "V 1% «s, 
directly from the statement of Theorem 4.6 with and 
replacing and respectively. 
Proof ; By construction, 
în'2"''S'ÎEe « ?ee + §n « ?«'riîA = i (p+k) x (pH-k) 
so that 
îAîn = « Ise + & « lee'S'l'"-
Thus, 
plim T'T = [Var(s )] 
*v xl 
n -><» 
The advantage of computing T^ instead of ^ ^  is 
that the largest matrix we invert in calculating T^ is 
of dimension (p+k)x(p+k), whereas ft is of dimension 
q X q. For large p+k, say p+k = 10, use of Corollary 
4.6.1 entails inversion of a 10 x 10 matrix. To compute 
~-l ft directly, we must invert a 55 x 55 matrix. 
The models in Chapters III and IV assume normally 
distributed errors e^, and, in this chapter, normally 
distributed x^. While some of our results (such as 
Theorem 4.6) depend on these normality assumptions, many 
theorems depend only on the asymptotic normality of s^. 
Chapter V generalizes certain results of Chapters III and IV 
to multivariate linear errors in variables models where x^ 
and are not normally distributed. 
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V, ESTIMATION OF NONNORMAL MULTIVARIATE LINEAR ERRORS IN 
VARIABLES MODELS 
A. Introduction 
So far we have assumed that the error vectors e^, 
t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  are independent identically distributed as 
(p+k)-variate normal vectors with mean zero and covariance 
matrix For the structural model of Chapter III, we 
also assumed the x^, t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  to be independent 
identically distributed as k-variate normal vectors with 
mean zero and covariance matrix % . However, many of the Cxx ^ 
results of Chapters III and IV depend only on the asymptotic 
normality of n2(s^-a^). The assumption of normality of 
(and x^) is unnecessarily restrictive and will be 
relaxed in this chapter. In Section B we consider estima­
tion of the structural model when neither x^ nor is 
normally distributed and in Section C we consider estimation 
of the functional model when is not normally distributed. 
Ws let G and u denote, as before, the asymptotic mean of 
*2 
s and the asymptotic covariance matrix of n s , re-
n «K, n 
spectively. The matrix 0 is always taken to be positive 
definite. We will again find it convenient to use the form 
of the multivariate linear errors in variables model given 
by (1.6). 
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B. Estimation of the Structural Model when e 
and x^/ t = 1,2,... are Nonnormal 
It is necessary for the asymptotic distribution of 
1 
2 
n (s^-a) to be multivariate normal if we are to extend the 
results of Chapter III to nonnormally distributed and 
X.. The following lemma states sufficient conditions for 
the asymptotic normality of n2(s^-a^). 
Lemma 5.1; Assume the model defined by (1.1-1.5) with the 
and x^, t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  independent identically 
distributed (p+k)-variate and k-variate random vectors, 
respectively, with means zero and (4+ri)th moments. Then 
1 
2 
n (s^-o) converges in distribution to a normal vector 
random variable with mean zero covariance matrix 
1 
2 Proof ; To show the asymptotic normality of n (s^-a), we 
show that for any g-dimensional nonnull vector of constants 
a = (a-, a„,...,a_)* that 
_i 
(Wn-Wn) ^  N(0,1) , (5.1) 
where 
n q 
W = E ( E a.s. ) = na's , 
~n 2=1 1 It ~ ~n 
n g 
w = Z ( Z a^a^) = na'a. 
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n q n 
d = Z Var( E a.s. ) = Z Var(a's ), 
^ t=l i=l t=l ~ 
where s.. is the i^^ element of s, = vech Z'Z. and it ~t ~t~t 
= E(s^^) is the i^^ element of a - E(s^) . For (5.1) 
to hold it is sufficient to show that the Liapounov condi­
tion is satisfied. That is, for all £>0, and for some 
6 > 0 ,  
"(1+4) n 
lim d ^ I 
n->-oo t=l 
z-a'o|^^^dF^(z) = 0, 
where is the distribution function of a's^. Since the 
s^, t=l,2,...,n are independent, 
n 
d = Z Var(a's ) 
t=l " ~ 
n 
= a'iVar( Z s )]a 
t=l " ~ 
2 
= n a' Var (s^) a. 
By assumption we have that na' Var(s^)a converges to some 
positive constant d = a'fia. Thus, for, 6 = 2 ^ri, we 
have 
-(1 + ^) n f 2+4 
lim d ^ Z 
n->-oo t=l 
z-a'al ^ dF, (z) 
"C 
"(I+t) -(1 + n 2+5-
1 ^ lim n ^ Z 
n->-<» t=l 
z-a'a 1 ^ dF^(z), 
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provided the limit on the right exists. Because the 
(4+n)th moments of and exist, 
-1 _,_,2 + 2 
n Z^_^lz-a'a| dF^(z) is bounded, so that 
-(1 + )) n 
lim n E 
n-»-oo t=l 
2 + n 
z-a'a| ^ dF^(z) = 0. 
Thus, the Liapounov condition is satisfied, implying 
_1 
~2 d^ (s^-a) converges in distribution to a N(0,1) random 
variable. 
Because converges to n, 
_1 1 _1 1 
plim[d ^ n^(a's -a'a) - d ^n^(a's -a'a)] = 0. 
n «v» -w XX ^ -V, XX «v» 
1 1 
~2 2 Hence, for all nonnull a, d n (a's -a'a) has limiting 
~ ~ ii 
2 distribution N(0,1), which implies n (s^-a) converges 
in distribution to a normal vector random variable with 
zero mean vector and covariance matrix 
If the conditions of Lemma 5.1 are met, we can obtain 
G.L.S. estimators, y, of the parameters of the linear 
structural relationship. The properties of G.L.S. esti­
mators outlined in Chapter III apply to these G.L.S. 
-1 
estimators. However, because need not be of the 
-1 
special form fi = G'(V a V)G of Chapter III, the results 
of that chapter must be restated in notation appropriate for 
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arbitrary positive definite fi. A G.L.S. estimator, y, is 
obtained by minimizing g(y|D) with respect to y, where 
g(y|D) = [s -a(y) ] 'D[s -a (y) ] , (5.2) 
and where D, of dimension q x q, is either a stochastic 
matrix which converges in probability to a positive definite 
matrix D as n approaches infinity, or a positive 
definite constant matrix (D=D). 
Theorem 5.1; Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 hold. Let 
be distributed independently of x^i, for all t = 
1,2,..., and t' = 1,2,... . Assume that y^ is identified. 
Define the q x r matrix A by 
9cr (y) 
A = [-iy;-]| ' 
~ Y=Yo 
Suppose that A has full column rank. A G.L.S. estimator, 
y, is a consistent estimator of y^, and the limiting 
1 
distribution of n^Cy-y^) is multivariate normal with mean 
zero and covariance matrix 
(•A'DA)~^A'DfiDA (A'DA)"^. 
Proof ; The proof is identical to the proofs of Theorems 
4.2 and 4.3, except that g(y|D) replaces f(y|D). 
To obtain B.G.L.S. estimates we need a consistent 
-1 
estimator of Q . Lemma 5.2 shows how the observations Z. , t 
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t = l,2,...,n can be used to estimate and hence 9. 
consistently. The assumption that the eighth moments of 
and x. exist is overly restrictive, but is used to U 
simplify the presentation. 
Lemma 5.2; Assume the model defined by (1.1-1.5) with the 
and x^, t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  independent identically 
distributed (p+k)-variate and k-variate random vectors, 
respectively, with means zero and bounded eighth moments. 
Let be distributed independently of x_|_, for all t = 
1,2,..., and t' = 1,2,... . Suppose Z,^^, and 
are (possibly nondistinct) elements of Z^, where Z^ 
is defined by (1.6). Let s^j denote the following esti­
mator of Cov(Z^^, Zj^), 
_T n _ _ 
s. . = n - Z (Z. -Z.) (Z ..-Z ), (5.2) 
x j 2  ^ j t- j 
n 
— -1 
where, for instance, Z. = n S Z.^.. Define w.. as 
•— 1 JL ^ / J6in 
'5.3) 
Then, 
"ij.lm = Cov(n2s.., + 0^(n ^) . (5.4) 
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Proof ; We note that under the assumptions, the Z^, 
t = 1,2,,.., are independent random vectors with bounded 
eighth moments. Also, observe that 
where Z . Z . = n ^ , Z . , Z .. . We can express w.. . in 
1 ] t=l it jt ^ 1j, £m 
the form, 
-1 " 
- ZiSj - Zi'Zjt-:]' - Sj'Zit-z 
-1 " 
n 
n 
n _ _ 
+ 2 [Z.(Z -Z ) + Z (Z. -Z.)] 
t = l  J  ^  J  j x u x  
* (5-5) 
since E(Z^) = 0 and Var(Z^) = 0(n ), by Chebyshev's 
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-1 
inequality, Z. =0 (n 2^) . Similarly Z., Z , and Z are 
1 P 3 m 
" 2  Op(n ). Also, for instance 
(say) 
= n ^(n-l)Cov(Zj, Z^), 
and 
Varln- lJ^CZ-t-ZjXZ^t'Vi = • 
This implies n'^E^,(Z ..-Z.) (Z ,-Z_) is O (1). Thus, the 
u—X J L. J luu m p 
last summation in (5.5) is Op(n ^). 
Using the independence of Z,, t = 1,2,..., and the 
~t 
fact that the sixth moments of Z^ are bounded, we can show 
that an expression such as n"^z2 i(Z..-Z\)(Z„^Z , - Z„Z ) t=l ]t &t mt £ m 
is Op(1). Therefore the middle two summations in (5.5) are 
_1 
2 Op(n ), implying 
-1 ^ 
_1 
+ Op(n (5.6) 
Define = Z.^Z.^ - E(Z.Z.) ana " 
E(Z^Z^). Then u^ and v^, t = 1,2,..., are inde­
pendently and identically distributed with expectation zero 
and variances denoted by Var(Z^Zj) and Var(Z^Z^), 
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respectively. Let u = n = Z^Zj - E(Z^Zj) and 
V = n ^ ^t=l ^ t ~ ~ ' so that u and v have 
-1 -1 
means zero and variances n Var(Z.Z.) and n Var(Z„Z ). 1 ] X. m 
Therefore, 
-1 " 
and 
E[n 
= n ^(n-l)Cov(Z^Zj, Z^Z^) 
-1 ^ 
Var[n " ZiZjitZAt^mt " 
-1 n 
= Var[n E (u.-u)(v -v)] 
t=l t 
-1 ^ 
= Var(n E u v - u v) 
t=l 
_ n  n 
= n Var(uv) + Var(u v) - 2 Cov[n Z u v , u v]. 
t=l ^ t 
(5.7) 
Because the eighth moments of Z^ are bounded, the 
first term of (5.7) is 0(n ). The second term can be shown 
_ 2  to be 0(n ) using Theorem 5.4.1 of Fuller (1976). The 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that the last term of 
— 1 
expression (5.7) is at most 0(n ). Hence, 
var[n-lj^(z.^z.^ - 2717) = Pm"!), 
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and. 
= Cov(Z.Z., Z^Z^) + Op(„ 2,. 
Thus, from (5.6), 
_1 
"ii.Zm = Cov(Z.Z., Z^Z^) + Op(n . (5.8) 
Now we look at the covariance of s.. and s„ 
13 Jem» 
CovCSij, SjJ = Covln-l^S^Z.^Z.^ 
-
= n-2 Cov(^Z^Z.tZjt' 
- n-1 Cov(Z.Z., 
- n-1 Cov(J^Z.^Z.^, Zj^) 
+ Cov(Z^Zj, Z^Z^). (5.9) 
We look at each term of (5.9) in turn. The first term is 
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Cov( î z.^z , £ 
t=l t=l 
t=l S=1 
rThJ Cov(Z.^Z.^, Z.tZmt) 
+ Cov(Z.^Z.^, Z%gZ,^)] 
= n-2 J^Cov(Z^^Z.^, ZttZ^t) 
= n"^ Cov(Z^Zj, Z^Z^) (5.10) 
The next two terms are of the same form. We only need 
look at the first of these two terms, 
n"^ Cov(Z.Z^, 
' il sii il 
= n-3 Cov(2.^Z.^, Z;itV 
+ Ccv(Z.J.^, 4-^^ Cov(Z,^Z.t, Z.tZmt' 
" c°^<2it2ju' ht\t> 
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n 3 ^Z^C0V(Z.^Z.^, 
n-2 Cov(Z.Z., 
0(n"^). (5.11) 
Also, 
-1 ^ — — -2 
n Cov( E Z..Z. , Z.Z ) = n Cov(Z.Z., Z.Z ). 
^  j u x , i n  1  ]  X,  m  
= 0(n"2) . (5.12) 
The last term of expression (5.9) is at most 0(n~^), again 
using Theorem 5.4.1 of Fuller (1976). Thus, from (5.9), 
(5.10), and (5.11) we have 
1 1 
Cov(n^s^j, n^s^^) = Cov(Z^Zj, Z^Z^) +o(n~^). (5.13) 
It follows from (5.8) and (5.13) that for all i,i,&,m £ 
p+k. 1 1  _ 1  
= CovCn^s. + 0 (n 2). 
If the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 are satisfied, we can 
define a consistent estimator of Q, say n, using the 
double subscript notation discussed in Chapter II to define 
the (ij,£m)th element of 5 by 
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îij,£m = 3 1 i 1 P+k, m < J < p+k. (5.14) 
Note that 0 is positive semidefinite. From Lemma 5.2, 
~-l 
Sî = f2 + Op(n 2). Replacing D of expression (3.6) with 
~-l 
^ we obtain 
g(y|0 ^) = [s -a(y)]'n ^[s -0(7)]. (5.15) 
 ^ ~ -w XI ""V «V ~ «V li -V ~ 
Any y which minimizes g(y|0 ^) is a B.G.L.S. estimator 
of Yq. We denote this B.G.L.S. estimator by y. All the 
properties of B.G.L.S. estimators proven in Chapter III 
which depend only upon the asymptotic normality of 
1 
2 
n (s^-a) apply to a B.G.L.S. estimator obtained from mini-
1 —1 
mization of g(Yi^ )• We summarize this discussion in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2; Assume the model defined by (1.1-1.5) with the 
and x^, t = 1,2,..., independent identically distribu­
ted (p+k)-variate and k-variate random vectors, respectively, 
with means zero and bounded eighth moments. Let be 
distributed independently of for all t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and 
t' =1,2,... . Assume Yq is identified and let A be as defined 
in Theorem 5.1. Let ^ be defined by (5.14) and suppose y 
is a B.G.L.S. estimator obtained from minimization of 
g(Tf. |fi ^) , where g(Y|^ ^) is defined by (5.15). Then y 
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is a G.L.S. estimator and among all G.L.S. estimators, y 
is asymptotically efficient. That is, the asymptotic variance 
of any G.L.S. estimator is bounded below in the Loewner sense 
of inequality by the asymptotic variance of y, which is 
(A'a-lA)-\ (5.16) 
Furthermore, the limiting distribution of g(^|n is 
chi-square with q-r degrees of freedom. 
Proof ; The proof is identical to the proofs of Corollary 
~ _1 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.4, with g(y|8 ) replacing f(y|D(fi)). 
C. Estimation of the Functional Model when the x -
t = 1,2,... are Nonnormal 
We state the analogue to Lemma 5.1 for the functional 
model. 
Lemma 5.3; Assume the model defined by (1.1-1.5) with the 
t = 1, 2 , . . .  independent identically distributed 
(p+k)-variate random vectors with mean zero and bounded 
(4+n)th moments. Further assume that the (4+n)th moments 
of the vector sequence x , t = 1,2,... are bounded. That 
is, for 1 < i, < i„ < k, In . x. . x. . I ^ Y < L for all n 
— X — z — ' t=± i_t i-t' 
1 1 2 
for some real number L. Then n^(s^-a) converges in 
distribution to a normal vector random variable with mean 
zero and covariance matrix Q,. 
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Proof ; The proof of Lemma 5.3 is essentially the same as 
the proof of Lemma 5.1, and is therefore omitted. 
The properties of G.L.S. estimators for Yq of the 
functional model outlined in Chapter IV apply to G,L.S. 
estimators obtained under the assumptions of Lemma 5.3. 
A G.L.S. estimator, y, is defined to be any y which 
minimizes f(Y|D), where fCyjO) is defined by (4.14). 
Theorem 5.3; Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 hold. 
Assume that Yq is identified. Define the q x r matrix 
A by 
3a (Y) 
A _ r ~ ~ 1 I 
Suppose that A has full column rank. A G.L.S. estimator, 
Y, is a consistent estimator of Yq/ and the limiting 
1 
2 distribution of n (T-Yq) is multivariate normal with mean 
zero and covariance matrix 
(A'DA)~-A'DfiDA(A'DA)"^. 
Proof ; The proof is identical to the proofs of Theorems 
4.2 and 4.3. 
To obtain a B.G.L.S. estimator we need a consistent 
-1 
estimator of Q . The procedure suggested by Lemma 5.2 
does not produce a consistent estimator of for the 
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functional model. However, if we have available repeated 
observations, Z,^ = (Y.^, X ), t=l,2,...,n, s = 
l,2,...,rQ of the form (4.21) and (4.22), we can obtain 
a B.G.L.S. estimator of Yq-
We define S^, for the case of repeated observations, 
to be 
Sn = \ • '5-"> 
t=l S=1 
For the special case of repeated observations, a more 
convenient definition of S might be S = S*, with 
-s» n *>«1^ "V Ti 
1 n _ _ _ _ 
S* = (n-1)"-^ E (Z. -Z ) ' (z, -Z ) , 
where Z. = r^^ E ^\z, and "z = n ^ ^Z. . The 
~t. 0 s=l~ts ~.. t=l~t. 
advantage of defining S = S* would be that terms in-
~n ~n 
volving averages of elements of the t = 1, 2 , . . . ,n 
would not appear in expression (5.23). We proceed with 
defined by (5.17) to be consistent with the notation used in 
Chapter IV. 
A typical element of s = vech S is s.., where 
~n ~n ij 
1 n ^0 
®ij ' '"o'" J, Î, ^ Its^jts' : 1 i 1 P+k. (5.IS) 
and Z.,^ is the i element of Z,„. We may write Z. Its ~ts ~ts 
as 
Z^g = + Ets' ^ 1,2,...,n, s = 1,2,...,rQ, (5.19) 
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where = (x^6, x^) and = (e^^r u^^). The expected 
value of S is of the form (4.5), 
?n'ïo' = ën + ?«' (5.20) 
where t is the covariance matrix of e and 
~ £ £ ~ ta 
= <?' îk X k''Yn<?' îk X k' 
= îk X k''^t=l5t5t'îk X k'• 
If V = n ^2Î?_tX'x. converges elementwise to a constant 
matrix V, then X (y.) converges elementwise to X(y_) = 
«W »s/ i 'V U «s* U 
M + Zgg, where M = (3, Ij^ ^ k)'V(g, 1% ^  k^' define 
2n =Hn'ïo' by 
Sn'Zo» - <5.21) 
and, if V converges to V, we define a = a(y.) by 
il "N» -V/  ^ U 
a l Y o >  = în'ïo' 
n-HX5 
= vech Z(YQ). (5.22) 
The definitions and properties of G.L.S. estimators 
of Yq summarized in Theorem 5.3 hold for the case of re­
peated observations. We shall now demonstrate how one 
might use repeated observations to obtain a B.G.L.S. 
estimator. First, we find fi, the covariance matrix of s . 
~ ~n 
The (ij,5,m)th element of Q is given in Lemma 5.4. 
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Lemma 5.4; Assume the model defined by (5.19) with the 
t = 1,2,...yn, s = 1,2,...,rQ, independently and identical­
ly distributed as (p+k)-variate random vectors with mean 
zero and bounded fourth moments. Let Z^^^, and 
Z . be (possibly nondistinct) elements of Z. , and let itlts -vtls 
s^j and s^^ be defined by (5.18). Then 
CovUnr^j^s. (nr^) 
yjPj Cov(e.,eJ + y Cov(e., e^) 
+ y.Pj Cov(e., ej + p.p^Cov(e., e^) 
+ + ïï„E(E:.e.£^) + ÏÏ.E(,.Sj,Ê^) 
+PiE(e.ejeJ +Cov(£.e., c^CJ, (5.23) 
-1 _n 
where, for instance, pyu. = n Zt-lUjt^&t' Cov(e^, e^) = 
E'EitsSitsSmts'' Cov(GiEjStGm) = jts'=Kts=mts'' 
Proof: Proceeding in a straightforward manner, we have 
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CovKnrgj^s. (nrol^s^^] 
= (nr,,-l Cov(J^ .Vits^jts' J, ^.tsVs> 
r 
= (nro)'^ C°v(2its2its' hts^mts> 
. n ^0 
= (nro)" Cov[(y.^ + ^its^ ^ ^jt + ^jts^ ' 
_1 ^ ^0 
= (nr.) E Z Cov(s., s ) 
^ t=l s=i %t 1 m 
+ Cov(e.,ej) 
+ + Uit^mt Cov(e., e^) 
+ Cov(e.E., e.E )] 1 ] J6 m 
p.pj, Cov(s., + y.y^ Cov(e. , e^) 
+ u^Vj, Cov(e., E^) 
+ y.Pj^ Oov(e., e^) + yjB(e.e.s^) +P„E(e.E.ej 
+ PjElE-e^e^) + ÏÏiE(Ejej,e^) +COV(E.Ej, 
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Because we have repeated observations, we can estimate 
each term of (5.23) consistently. 
Lemma 5.5: Assume the model defined by (5.19) with the z , _ ,  
————— '^ tS 
t = 1,2,..., s = 1,2,...,rQ, independently and identically 
distributed as (p+k)-variate random vectors with mean zero 
and bounded eighth moments. Also assume that n ^^^-l^t^t 
converges to a constant matrix V. Define 
(i) y 1 
_1 n ^0 
(nr.) Z Z Z 
t=l s=l its 
(ii) 
-1 u 
(nr.) ^ 11 
t=l s=l ^"its^&ts 
Côv(£^,e^) 
its ^It' 
(iv) 
n(rQ-l)(rQ-2) ] Z Z (Z t=l s=l 
(V) Côv(e.s., 
Ill 
r.^-2rf.^+8r.-6 
- [ 5 —] Côv(£. ,e .)Cov(e. ,e ) 
2rQ%2rQ-3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(r -1)(r 2-3r +3) 
- [ p ] [Côv(£. ,ep)Côv(e. ,£ ) 
2rQ^+2rQ-3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
+ Gov(e^,e^)Côv(£j,e^)]. (5.24) 
Then, 
(i) + Op(n , 
(ii) y.pj = u.y^ + Op(n ), 
_1 
(iii) CÔv(e^, e^) = Cov(e^, e^) + C^(n ^), 
_1 
(iv) È(e.e^ej^) = E(E^Ej,e_^) + O^tn ^) , 
_1 
(V) C5v(e.e., = Cov(E^e., + Op(n ^) . 
(5.25) 
Proof; The proof is straightforward, but tedious. There­
fore, we omit the proof. 
Lemma 5.6; Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.5 hold and let 
s^j be defined by (5.18). Then a consistent estimator of 
1 1 
Cov(n^s.., Is 
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Côv(n s. n CôvU^, e^) + CSv(e., e^) 
+ y.yj, Cov(Ej, e^) + y^y^ Cov(e., e^) 
+ y ÈtEiEjE;) + %È(e^€jej) + îjÈle.e^sJ 
+ ÛiÊfEjE^G^) + CÔv(E^Ej, (5.26) 
Proof: The proof follows immediately from Lemma 5.5, since 
each term on the right-hand side of expression (5.26) is a 
consistent estimator of the corresponding term on the right-
hand side of expression (5.23). 
The (ij, &m)th element of Cov(s^) = is 
1 1 
2 2 
?ij,£m ^  Cov(n s^^, n j£i£p+k, m££_<p+k. (5.27) 
A consistent estimator of 9., say is defined by 
1 1 
?ij,£m = C5v(n2s.j, j < i < p+k, m < 2 < p+k. 
(5.28) 
Replacing D(0) in expression (4.8) with 0 we obtain 
f(Yl?"~) = [s -a (y)]'n"^[s^-G (Y)] , (5.29) 
where now s^ is a vector containing the distinct elements 
?n = *"^o''^^t=l ^s=l5ts5ts' Sn'ïo' Ï 
which minimizes f(y|0 ^) is a B.G.L.S. estimator of Yq. We 
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denote this B.G.L.S. estimator by y. Any property of 
B.G.L.S. estimators proven in Chapter IV which depends only 
1 
2 
upon the asymptotic normality of n (s^^a^) applies to a 
B.G.L.S. estimator obtained from minimization of 
f(Y|fi ). Theorem 5.4 summarizes these properties. 
Theorem 5.4; Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.5 hold, and 
let s„, a (y), and 0 be defined by (5.15), (5.21), and 
-V il 'V ii «V -v 
(5.28), respectively. In addition, let the (4+r,)th 
moments of the vector sequence x^, t = 1,2,... be bounded. 
Assume YQ is identified and let A, as defined in Theorem 
5.3, be of full column rank. The asymptotic variance of any 
G.L.S. estimator is bounded below in the Loewner sense of 
inequality by the asymptotic variance of y, which is 
(A'fi"^A)"^. (5.30) 
Furthermore, the limiting distribution of f(Y|fi ^) is 
chi-square with q-r degrees of freedom. 
Proof: Because the (4+n)th moments of x^ and e, exist, 
2. — t ~t 
we can conclude from Lemma 5.3 that n2(s^-a) is 
asymptotically normal with mean zero and covariance matrix 
~-l fi. From Lemma 5.6 we know that is a consistent 
-1 
estimator of . Hence, the conditions of Corollary 4.3.1 
and Theorem 4.4 are satisfied. The results follow. 
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We conclude this dissertation by presenting two examples 
which illustrate the application of the G.L.S. approach to 
the estimation of errors in variables models. 
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VI. EXAMPLES 
We illustrate the application of the G.L.S. principle 
by presenting two examples. The first example arose from 
an experiment conducted by agronomists at Iowa State Uni­
versity to determine the effect of soil moisture on corn 
yields. The second example uses data from an experiment con­
ducted at the U.S.D.A. Beef Cattle Research Station in 
Fort Robinson, Nebraska. One purpose of this second experi­
ment was to estimate the effects of genotype and environment 
on phenotype in beef cattle. 
A. An Internal Estimate of Measurement 
Error in Available Soil Moisture 
An experiment to measure the effect of soil moisture 
on corn yield was initiated in the fall of 1956 at the Moody 
Experimental Farm near Doon, Iowa. A detailed description 
of this experiment is found in Mowers, et al. (Forthcoming). 
We briefly describe the experiment. 
The experiment was designed as a long term fixed ro­
tation experiment using the rotation corn-oats-meadow-meadow. 
The experimental area was divided into four fields. In a 
given year each field carried one of the crops in the rota­
tion. To provide replicates, each field was subdivided into 
three blocks which in turn were subdivided into four 
individual plots. Treatments were randomized within the 
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blocks at the start of the experiment, but because of the 
fixed rotation, were not rerandomized in subsequent years. 
Treatments were applied to the individual plots during 
the second year meadow as follows. 
Treatment 1 (control): Meadow cut two or three 
- times for hay, land plowed 
in spring before planting corn. 
Treatment 2 (short fallow): Meadow killed in early fall 
at a height of 6 to 8 inches 
following second cutting of 
hay, land plowed in spring 
before planting corn. 
Treatment 3 (long fallow): Meadow killed in midsummer at 
a height of 6 to 8 inches 
following first cutting of 
hay, land plowed in spring 
before planting corn. 
Soil moisture measurements were taken in the spring 
prior to planting of the corn plots. Two sample cores of 
soil were taken from each plot to a depth of five feet. 
Samples were taken from each core in one foot increments 
to determine available soil moisture. An indication of the 
relationship of available stored moisture to corn yield is 
given in Table 1. This table presents the yields obtained in 
this experiment for several ranges of available moisture in 
the soil profile prior to planting. Average corn yields 
increased with increased spring soil moisture. 
The effect of stored soil moisture on corn yields 
varies with precipitation levels during the growing season 
Table 1. Observed corn yields for ranges of stored soil moisture, Moody soil 
experiment,, 1958-1977 
Spring 
soil 
moisture 
(inches) 
Number 
of 
observations 
Average 
yield 
(bushels/ 
acre) 
Range of 
yield 
(bushels/ 
acre) 
Yields less 
than 40 
bushels/ 
acre (%) 
Yields greater 
than 80 
bushels/ 
acre (%) 
0-3.0 73 39 0-111 51 15 
3.0-5.0 50 60 1-124 32 36 
5.0-7.0 35 110 54-162^ 3 66 
Over 7.0 22 119 76-163 0 91 
One observation with no corn yield and 5.2 inches stored soil moisture 
was recorded for 197 0. This observation was not included in the range because 
there was a crop failure in 197 0. 
11 a 
[Holt, et al. (1964)]. A weather index was created using a 
preliminary regression equation which included the total 
rainfall in the four months of May, June, July, and August 
as variables. The weather index is a weighted average with 
weights in the proportions for May, June, July, 
and August, respectively. 
The data for our analysis consists of 180 observations 
on corn yield and observed soil moisture, and 20 observa­
tions on the yearly weather index. Observations have been 
gathered over the period 1958-1977 with three replications 
for each of the three treatments. 
A model for corn yield is 
^ijk = w + c.. + + (aB)ij + Yj.x. + T^W. + 
i = 1,2,3; j = 1,2,...,20; k = 1,2,3, (6.1) 
where 
Y . =  c o r n  y i e l d  f o r  t h e  i ^ ^  t r e a t m e n t ,  y e a r ,  
^ th 
and k replication, 
Vi = intercept, 
= i^^ treatment effect, 
3^ = year effect, 
(ag)^j = (i,j)th year by treatment interaction effect, 
X.= amount of available soil moisture prior to 
planting for the (i,j,k)th plot, 
Y-, = linear regression coefficient for x. , 
J- i] K 
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Wj = weather index computed for the year, 
Y2 - linear regression coefficient for , 
= error for the (i,j,k)th plot. 
The intercept and treatment effects are regarded as fixed, 
while the year effects, year by treatment interaction 
effects, available soil moistures, weather indices, and 
plot errors are considered to be random samples drawn 
from normal populations with means and variances given by 
(0, o^g), 0^%), and (0, a^^), 
respectively. 
If we could observe the true amount of stored soil 
moisture, x^^^, ordinary least squares would yield a best 
linear unbiased estimator for all estimable functions of 
the unknown parameters. However, we are not able to observe 
the true available moistures. We actually observe the 
random variable X.composed of the true stored moisture, 
X3K 
^ijk' ^^sked by measurement error, u^^^. A model for the 
observed available soil moisture is 
Xijk = + a* + et + (ag)f. + z.j% + u..^ 
~ ^ijk' ^ ~ 1/2,3; j = 1,2,...,20; 
k = 1,2,3, (6.2) 
where 
y* = intercept, 
af = i^^ treatment effect. 
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3j = year effect, 
(a3)^j = (i,j)th year by treatment interaction effect, 
z. = plot error, 
13k 
Xijk = u* + cc| + 6^ + (aB)?. + Zijk 
= true available moisture, 
u. = measurement error. 
13k 
The intercept and treatment effects are regarded as fixed, 
while the year effects, year by treatment interaction effects, 
plot errors, and measurement errors are considered to be 
random samples drawn from normal populations with means and 
2 2 2 2 
variances (0, Cg*), (0, o^g*), (0, a^), and (0, a^), 
respectively. We allow Cov(x.., , W.) to be nonzero, but 
13K 3 
assume that g., (ag).., gf, (ag)f., e..,, z.., , and u. 
3 13 J J-3 13^ J-3'K: 
are pairwise independent. In addition, we assume that W^ 
is independent of g ., (ag) . e. , and u. . We shall call 
3 13 13K 13K 
equations (6.1) and (6.2), along with the associated assump­
tions, Model I. Model I is a univariate linear errors in 
variables model. 
A reparameterization of Model I will be helpful in 
evaluating expected mean squares. We define Model II to be 
^ijk = m + a. + bj + (ab).. + e. 
i^jk = W* + "I + 6* + (oB)|j + 
i = 1,2,3; 3 = 1,2,...,20; k = 1,2,3, (6.4) 
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where 
m = 11 -L %  ^m = u + YtP*, 
= *i + Tl*!' 
bj = gj + + y2^j 
(ab)^j = (aB)^j + T^(aG)fj 
®ijk " ^l=ijk ^ijk' 
^ijk ^  ^ ijk •*" ^ijk* 
We denote the variances of b., (ab) . e. , and v. ] ID iD^ iD^ 
2 2 2 2 by a^, °^ab' ^e' ^v' respectively. The form of Model 
II is that of the standard 2-way classification mixed model, 
except that b^ contains which is correlated with 
(og)^j* and Hence, b^ is correlated with (ab)^^ 
and e. . However, (ab) . . and e. are distributed 
ID ^  ID iD^ 
independently of each other, so that the expected mean 
squares of the error and year by treatment interaction 
effects for corn yield under Model II are those obtained for 
the standard 2-way classification mixed model. The analysis 
of variance for the standard mixed model of the form (6,4) 
is given in [Searle (1971), Chapter 9]. Tables 2 and 3 give 
the AOV for the corn yield and available soil moisture, 
respectively. Define 
_i 3 20 3 -
s , = (120) Z E 2 (Y...-Y.. )^ 
^ i=l j=l k=l 
3 20 3 _ 
s 2 = (120) Z Z Z (X...-X.. )^, 
i=l j=l k=l ' 
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and 
3 20 3 
=12 = '6- = ' 
where Y. . _ = (3)-^ Z^Li ?iik j . = X..^. 
From Tables 2 and 3 we see that = 44.2919 and 5^2 = 
0.6594. The expected values of and S22 are the 
expected mean squares of the error source in the 2-way clas­
sification mixed model. Thus, 
E(s^l) = ol 
'  + " l -  (6.G) 
and 
E(S22) = ol 
' <^1 + %- (6.71 
Straightforward evaluation of s^2 and its expectation 
gives us that s^2 ~ 1.9350 and 
E(Si2) = (5.8) 
2 The parameters of major interest, and a^, cannot 
be estimated from (s^^, s^g/ ®22^ using the G.L.S. procedure 
2 2 2 because the parameters y^, a^, , and are not 
identified by Equations (6.6-6.8). Additional information 
is required to identify and o\ Define 
Table 2. Corn yield analysis of variance table 
Source df SS MS F 
3 20 3 9  
Year 19 E 
i=l 
3 
E 
j=l 
20 
E 
k=l 
3 
(Y_j^-Y.^ ) "  
O  
391,093.75 20 ,583. 88 
Tmt 2 E 
i=l 
3 
E j=l 
20 
E 
k=l 
3 
)" 3,866.62 
9  
1 ,933. 31 43 .65** 
Year x Tmt 38 
i=l 
3 
E 
j=l 
20 
E 
k=l 
3 
-Y 
9  
j +Y ) =7,684 .18 202. 21 4 .57** 
Error 120 E 
i=l 
E 
i=i 
E 
k=l (%iik-%ii 
)" 5,315.03 44. 29 
Corrected Total 179 
3 
E 
i=l 
20 
E 
j=l 
3 
E 
k=l (?iik-?.. 
=: 407,959.57 
* * 
Significant at 0.01 level. 
Table 3. Available moisture at planting analysis of variance table 
Source df SS MS F 
3 20 3 p 
Year 19 E 
i=l 
3 
E 
j=l 
20 
E 
k=l 
3 
(X j -X _ 
9 
779.4982 41. 0262 
Tmt 2 E 
i=l 
3 
E 
j=l 
20 
E 
k=l 
3 
(X. -X )" 48.7904 
p 
24. 3953 36.99** 
Year x Tmt 38 E 
i=l 
E 
j = l 
E 
k=l (Xij.-Xi. 
-X j +X ) = 51.6506 1. 3592 2.06** 
Error 120 
3 
E 
i=l 
20 
E 
j=l 
3 
E 
k=l (Xiik-3ij 
= 79.1306 0. 6594 
Corrected 
Total 
179 
3 
E 
i=l 
20 
E 
j=l 
3 
E 
k=l (Xijk-X.. 
= 959.0698 
* * 
Significant at 0.01 level. 
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_T 3 20 _ _ _ _ 
S-- = (38) Z 2 (Y -Y -Y +Y )^, 
i,=lj=X -i-j* j-o. «j* ••• 
_n 3 20 _ _ _ „ 
s = (38) Z E (X -X -X +X 
i=l j=]_ J* * j « ••• 
and 
3 20 
s.. = (38) Z Z (Y.. -Y. -Y +Y )(X.. -X. 
-j 4 i_=l j—X J ' X.. # j * ••• ij. 1.. 
- X . +X ), (6.9) 
where 
Yi__ = (20)-^ , 
— -1 20 — — -1 •? _ 
X. = (20) Z^_iX , X = (3) zf.^X , 
J - « *  J ~ X X J »  *  J  *  1 — X x j *  
— -1 3 — -1 20 — X = (3) ZT ,X. = (20) Z. tX . . 1=1 1.. j=l .j. 
From Tables 2 and 3 we see that s^^ = (3) ^(2 02.2150) = 
67.4050 and s^^ = (3) ^(1.3592) = 0.4531. The expected 
values of s^^ and sare one-third times the expected mean 
squares of the interaction source in the 2-way classification 
mixed model. Thus, 
and 
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E(S33) = n)-"(30ab + °e' 
= V + + (3)"^<TlCz+°e) 
Y^ap+ag, (6.10) 
and 
3(844) = (3) ^ + °v' 
' "aB* 
+ (3) Ifog+o 
= 4 + 3" (6.11) 
2 
where 0 = 
P "aB* ^  
3~ ^0^ and 
z °q ' "aB + Straight-
forward evaluation of Sg4 and its expectation gives us that 
3^4 = 3.1639 and 
E(S34) 2 = Tl*p' (6.12) 
The expectations of the six sample covariances s^^. 
®12' -22' -33' ®34' and s^4 are functions of the six 
parameters 2 
^1' 0 
2 2 2 
e' ^p' 
2 
and a^. Application of the 
G.L.S. procedure at this point would yield consistent esti­
mates of the parameters. • However, we have not yet exploited the 
information contained in the weather index and in the year 
mean squares. Define 
-1 20 _ _ 2 
s.c = (19) Z (Y . -Y )"=, 
j=l " J * • • • 
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-1 — — 2 
s.. = (19) ^ S (X . -X )^, OD '_1 «]« ... 
-1 — 2 
= (19) E (W.-W )^, 
" i=l ] ' 
1  2 0  
s = (19) Z (Y . -Y )(X -X ), 
«JO ' J " ••• •J* ••• 
2 0  
Sc. = (19) Z (Y . -Y )(W.-W ), 
z> / j=l ' J 
and 
-1 20 _ _ 
S.7 = (19) Z (X . -X ) (W.-W ), (6.13) 
D / J_]^ • J • • • • ] 
where W = (20) ^ The values of the sample co-
variances of (6.13) are 
®55 2287.0980 
®66 " 4.5585, 
S77 = 14.9380, 
®56 67.3160, 
II in V
) 
147.5393, 
and. 
Sg.y = 1.8343. 
Direct evaluation of the expectations of Equation (6.13) 
gives 
2(355) = + T2°W + + al, (6.14) 
E(Sgg) = (6.15) 
2(577) = (6.16) 
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EfSgg) (6.17) 
EfSg?) Tl*âW + Y2*W' (6.18) 
and 
G<s«7' = "ÏÏW (6.19) 
2  2  "" 1 2  " 1 2  _  
where + 3" + 9~ a^, o-^ = Cov(x ^ ,Wj), and 
2  2  - 1 2  - 1 2  
a  = o „  +  3  o  „ +  9  a. The set of unknown parameters we 
s g aB £ ^ 
shall estimate using the G.L.S. procedure is 
,  2 2 2 2 2 2  2  2,, 
Tfo = <Yi' Ï2' "r' "p' °z' "s' "q' "e' °xW' %' V " 
Define s to be 
~n 
( 6 . 2 0 )  
~n (=11' =12' =22' =33' =34' =44' =55' =56' =57' 
=66' =67' =77)'' (6.21) 
and 
a(Y ) = E(s ) . 
u n 
( 6 . 2 2 )  
Table 4 lists the elements of s„ and a_ = a(Yr,)' To 
 ^u -N/ ~ (J 
obtain a B. G.L.S. estimate, "y, of Jq we require a 
consistent estimator of R = Var(s ). Let S^, S_, and 
•"v "v j. "^ 6 
Sg be defined by 
!i = 
=11 =12 
=12 =22 ~2 
=33 =34 
=34 =44 
, and S - = 
=55 = 56 =57 
=56 = 66 = 67 
= 57 = 67 =77 
(6.23) 
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Table 4. Sample covariance estimates and expected values for 
the Moody soil moisture experiment 
Estimate (si ) 
•^11 Expected value (Og) 
®11 
= 44.291 
®12 
= 1.935 
®22 
= 0.659 
S33 
= 67.405 2 2 
®34 
= 3.164 2 Yl*P 
®44 - 0.453 a2 + 
®55 
= 2287.098 Tl*r + ^ 2°W + + "s 
^56 
= 67.316 Tl*r 
Hi = 147-539 
®66 = 4-558 
®67 = o-jj 
=77 = ".938 
The matrices S^, S2, and S^ are sample covariance 
matrices which are distributed as multiples of Wishart 
matrices. Furthermore, , S„, and S., are distributed 
-v. X  ^ j 
independently of each other. Thus, with the data con­
figuration of Table 4, 0 is block diagonal. 
?1 0 0 
fi = 0 fi ^ 0 
~2 
0 0 fi-
~3 
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where 
?1 Var[(s^^, s^2' 
^2 ~ Var[(s^^' ^34' ^ 44^ 
and 
y ,  of Yn and the estimated standard errors of the 
83 VarLCs^^, s^g, s^^, s^g, s^^)']. 
Estimates of Q.^, and were calculated using 
formula (3.7) with replaced by S,, S„, and S , 
«s* U **>' =L "v 6 **'3 
respectively. The estimated covariance matrix of s^, 
is given in Table 5. Table 6 lists the B.G.L.S. estimate, 
lo 
elements of y. The value of g(y|0 is 0.026. Recall 
from Theorem 3.4 that under the assumption that a = o(yg), 
~-l gCyl^ ) is approximately distributed as a chi-square 
random variable with one degree of freedom. Thus, Model I 
appears to be an acceptable model for these data. The esti-
2 
mates for and are 11.38 and 0.49 with estimated 
standard errors 1.683 and 0.08 0, respectively. If one 
replaces observed soil moisture with true soil moisture in 
model (5.1) one obtains an estimate of y^ equal to 2.34 
with an estimated standard error of 0.7 02 using ordinary 
least squares. A second ordinary least squares estimate of 
y^ can be obtained by fitting the model 
Table 5. Estimated covariance matrix of 
550612.3 16206.13 35519.67 476.99 
787.22 743.54 32.30 
2943.82 13.00 
2.19 
0 = 
Symmetric 
s for the Moody soil moisture experiment 
1045.45 2291.35 
41.90 28.49 
67.17 231.99 
0.88 0.35 
3.76 2.88 
23.49 
239.1 11.22 0.5269 
1.07 0.0754 
0.0108 
32,70 1.428 0.0624 
0.275 0.0213 
0.0072 
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Table 6. B.G.L.S. estimate of Yq and estimated standard 
errors of the elements of for the Moody 
soil moisture experiment 
Parameter (Yq) Estimate (Y) 
Estimated 
standard 
error 
y -
Y-
r 
^xW 
11.38 
8.48 
4.50 
0 . 2 8  
0.17 
264.23 
31.88 
2 2 . 2 6  
1.83 
14.94 
0. 49 
1.683 
0.999 
1.479 
0.095 
0.053 
88.027 
11.348 
6.832 
1.939 
4.847 
0 . 0 8 0  
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Y.. = u + a. + g. + (a3).. + y.X.. + y-W. + e.. , (6.25) 
-Lj • 1 J X J  ±  - L J .  Z  3  1 J  •  
i = 1,2,3,; j=l,2,...20. 
—  - 1 2  The measurement error of X.. is 3 a . The estimated ]-] * u 
value of y^ for model (6.25) is 6.983 with an estimated 
standard error of 1.644. The presence of measurement error 
in the covariate X.appears to induce a downward bias in IJK. 
the ordinary least squares estimates of y^. 
B. Estimation of Heritability in 
Beef Cattle 
The data for this example were gathered from an experi­
ment initiated in 1957 at the U.S.D.A. Beef Cattle Research 
Station in Fort Robinson, Nebraska. Detailed descriptions 
of this experiment can be found in Gregory, K. E., et al. 
(1965), Gregory, K. E., et al. (1966a), and Gregory, K. E., 
et al. (1966b). We briefly describe the experiment. 
Eighty Hereford, 8 0 Angus, and 80 Shorthorn yearling 
heifers were bred to Hereford, Angus, and Shorthorn bulls. 
Heifers were randomly assigned to bulls so that the nine 
mating combinations Hereford bull-Hereford heifer, Angus bull-
Angus heifer, Shortho'rn bull-Shorthorn heifer, Hereford bull-
Angus heifer, Angus bull-Hereford heifer, Hereford bull-
Shorthorn heifer. Shorthorn bull-Hereford heifer, Angus bull-
Shorthorn heifer, and Shorthorn bull-Angus heifer occurred in 
the proportions 1/6, 1/6, 1/6, 1/12, 1/12, 1/12, 1/12, 1/12, 
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and 1/12, respectively. If a heifer failed to produce off­
spring in a particular year, that animal was culled from the 
herd for the remainder of the experiment. 
Data on calves born in the years 1961 through 1965 are 
analyzed in this example. The cows were four through seven 
years of age in these years. Because the age of a cow re­
mained constant through a given year, age of dam and year 
effects on the calves are confounded. Thus removal of age 
of dam effects is accomplished with removal of year effects. 
All calves were weighed within 24 hours of birth and male 
calves were castrated and dehorned within the same period. 
Calving took place between February 10 and May 1 of each 
year, with most calves born between February 10 and March 
20. The calves ran with the cows on pasture until they were 
weaned in the first week of October each year. 
Steer calves were group fed and treated identically for 
a 2-1/2 week period after weaning. These calves were then 
randomly assigned to individual feeding stalls where they re­
ceived identical feed, which was approximately 65 percent 
total digestible nutrients (T.D.N.). Individual feed con­
sumption was recorded daily over a 252 day period. The 
steer calves were grouped into a big pen and sent to slaughter 
at the end of the 252 day period. All animals were sent to 
slaughter at the same time within a given year, although the 
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length of confinement in the big pen prior to slaughter 
ranged from one to two weeks in different years. Slaughtering 
was performed at the same location each year. The right-
hand side of each carcass was sent to Kansas State Uni­
versity in Manhattan, Kansas for detailed cut-out data. 
Measurements were taken on 372 calves. These 372 calves 
were sired by 51 bulls. Data for the following variables 
were collected for each calf. 
= weaning weight (kgs.) of an animal at a 
standardized 2 00 day of weaning. 
ADG = 100 times the average daily weight gain over the 
252 day feeding period. 
FC = one-tenth the weight (kgs.) of T.D.N, consumed 
by an animal during the 252 day feeding period. 
RP = retail product of an animal, which is defined to be 
twice the weight (kgs.) of closely trimmed, nearly 
boneless meat from the right-hand side of the 
carcass of an animal. 
Closely trimmed meat has less than 0.75 centimeters of fat 
on any surface. Nearly boneless meat is less than one per­
cent bone by weight. Definitions of these and other vari­
ables are contained in Gregory et al. (1966b). 
We shall analyze jointly measurements on the four vari­
ables WW, ADG, FC, and RP. To simplify the presentation 
we first consider a single variable. Let Y.,^ be a ]kts 
measurement on the s^^ calf of the t^^ sire where the 
calf was born in the k^^ year to a sire and dam belonging 
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'tin to the j mating combination. Let be the number of 
calves in our data which were sired by the t^^ bull. A 
model for 
Yjkts = W + Gj + 9% + Ht + ^ts' 
j = 1,2,...,9; k = 1,2,...,5; 
t = 1,2,...,51; s = 1,2,...,r^, (6.26) 
where 
U = intercept, 
9j = breed effect of sire and dam on s^^ offspring 
of t^^ bull, corresponding to the mating 
combination. 
= effect of year of birth and age of dam on 
calf of t^^ sire. 
= effect of t^^ sire on its s^^ offspring, 
= error for the offspring of t^^ sire. 
We assume 9. and B, are fixed effects, while ti and 
J K t 
are independently and identically distributed random 
2 2 
variables with zero means and variances and a^, 
respectively. Furthermore, and are assumed to 
be uncorrelated for t = 1,2,...,51; t' = 1,2,...,51, 
s 1,2,...,r_^. 
Breed, year, and age of dam effects were removed from 
Yjj^ts using the computer package SUPER CARP [Hidiroglou 
et al. (1978)] developed at Iowa State University. 
Generalized least squares estimates of the 0. and 3, 
3 ^ 
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were obtained taking into account the nested error structure 
of Equation (6.26). Let denote the value of 
with the estimated year and age effects removed. We treat 
the estimated values of 8. and 6, as the true values of 
D ^ 
9. and B, so that the model for y. is assumed to be ] k ts 
y^g = u + + 5^^, t = 1,2,...,51; s = l,2,...,r^, 
(6.27) 
where u, rj^, and 6^^ are defined in (6.26). The y^^ 
are identically distributed random variables with mean 
2 2 2 y and variance a = a + a_. Table 7 presents an P N <S 
analysis of variance for model (6.27). 
We shall call the model described by (6.27) Model I. 
Model I is useful for analyzing our data in terms of sire 
2 2 
effects. However, we wish to express and in terms 
of genetic components of variance. To aid in this endeavor 
we shall define a second model for Y^g' First we sum­
marize some basic concepts of quantitative genetics. Our 
presentation borrows heavily from Kempthorne (1957) and 
Falconer (1960). 
The value observed when some character, or trait, is 
measured on an individual is the phenotypic value of that 
individual. The phenotypic value may be divided into 
components attributable to the influence of genotype and 
environment. The genotype is the particular assemblage 
of genes possessed by an individual, and the environment is 
Table 7. Analysis of variance for the nested model (Model I) of the beef cattle 
experiment 
Source df SS MS EMS 
n ^t 
- - . 2 
-1 ; - ,2 Among sires n-1 Z Z (y^ -y ) (n-1) E Z (y^ -y ) 
t=l s=l t=l s=l 
within sires 
n 
t=l 
n r, 
n -1 n ^t 
- . 2 
s (r^-i) Z s, (Yts-yt.) > 
t=l s=l t=l t=l S=1 
Corrected 
total 
N-1 
n ^t 
^ ^ (Yts-y ) 
t.=l s=l  ^ • ' 
^The value of K is calculated as % = (n-1) ^[N-N ^(Z^_^r^)] where r^ = 
the number of offspring sired by the tbull, n = the number of bulls and 
N = Z^_^r^ = the total number of calves. 
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all the nongenetic circumstances that influence the pheno-
typic value. Symbolically, 
P = G + E, 
where P is the phenotypic value, G is the genotypic 
value, and E is the environmental deviation. Genotypic 
value may be subdivided further into additive, dominance 
deviation, and interaction components. We shall assume 
there is no interaction component. It is necessary that 
we define the average effect of a gene before discussing 
the components of genotypic value. 
Assume there is some trait (A) at a single locus on the 
chromosome with two alleles, A^ and A^. The three 
possible genotypes resulting from a mating are A^A^, A^A2, 
and AgA^" These genotypes are arbitrarily assigned values 
of +a, d, and -a, respectively. Assume the frequency 
of the genes is p for A^ and q = 1-p for A^. The 
mean genotypic value of A in a random breeding population 
is 
m = p^(a) + 2pq(d) + q^(-a) 
= a(p-q) + 2dpq 
The average effect of a gene is defined to be the 
mean deviation from m of genotypic values for individuals 
which receive that gene from one parent, the gene received 
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from the other parent having come at random from the popu­
lation. The average effect of the gene is denoted by 
a^, i = 1,2. Suppose that an individual has received an 
gene from one parent in a random breeding population. 
The individual's genotype will be A^A^ with probability 
p and A^Ag with probability q. The mean genotypic 
value of this individual is pa + qd. Thus, the average 
effect of the gene A^ is 
= pa + qd - m 
= pa + qd - [a(p-q) + 2dpq] 
= q[a + d(q-p)]. (6.28) 
Similarly, the average effect of the gene A^ is 
«2 = p[-a + d(p-q) ] 
= -p[a + d(q-p)]. (6.29) 
Suppose g^j is the genotypic value of an individual with 
genotype A^Aj, i,j = 1,2, where g^^ is expressed as a 
deviation from the population mean of genotypic values. We 
have the identity 
^ij = + Gj + 
= a^j + d^j/ (6.30) 
where a^^ = is defined to be the additive effect 
of the individual's genes and d^j is defined to be the 
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dominance deviation of the individual. The additive effect 
is sometimes called the breeding value of the individual. 
It is easily shown that and defined by (6.28) 
and (6.29) are the least squares fit of (2a^, , 20^)' 
to (g^^, g^2' ^22^' CKempthorne (1957), Chapter 15]. 
Hence, the dominance deviation is the residual of the least 
squares fit, so that 
2  2 , 2  
Gg = + °d' 
2 
where the two components of genotypic variance, cr , are 
2 the additive variance, o^, and the dominance deviation 
2 
variance, a^. 
Let Pj^j denote the phenotypic value of an individual 
with genotype . We may express p^^ as 
p.. = y + a.. + d.. + e, (6.31) 
XJ ± J  ± J  
where y is the population mean, e is an environmental 
error uncorrelated with a.. and d.and a.. and d.. 13 1] 13 
are defined by Equation (6.30). Under model (6.30) the 
2 
components of phenotypic variance, are additive vari-
2 2 
ance, a^, dominance deviation variance, a,, and environ-
ci Q 
2 
mental variance, a^. Thus. 
*P = *a + *d + (6-32) 
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2 2 The ratio a /a is called the heritability and is of 
a p 
interest to animal breeders. 
The above results may be generalized to the case where 
there are several genes A^, with corresponding 
frequencies p^, p2,...,Pg. The gene effects (a^, ' ,o. 
are defined to be the least squares coefficients obtained 
by fitting (2a^, ^ i^^2'""''^i cij ,. .. , 2ag) ' to 
(g^i' ^12''*•'^ij'•* *'^ss^ ' the dominance deviations 
are defined by d.. = g..-a.-a.. The partitioning of vari-
^ J ^3 ^ D 
ance in Equation (5.32) remains valid. We define Model II 
for the phenotypic value y^^ to be 
"ts ^ts ^ts ®ts' ^ ^  1,2,...,51; 
s = 1,2,...,r^, (6.33) 
where 
U = intercept, 
a^g = additive component of phenotypic value for the s 
offspring of the t^^ sire, 
d^g = dominance deviation component of phenotypic value 
for the s^^ offspring of the t^^ sire, 
e = environmental error for the s^^ offspring of 
th 
the t sire. 
We assume the additive, dominance deviation, and environmen 
tal components of the phenotypic values are uncorrelated. 
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Suppose we select at random two individuals X and Y 
which are a random pair of members of a population with a 
certain pattern of relationship, e.g., cousins, half-sibs, 
double first cousins, and so on. Let X have the geno­
type A A , and Y the genotype A A . Then the 
1^ ^ 2 1^ ^ 2 
phenotypic values of X and Y are 
X = y + a +a + d +e 
Xi x^X2 
Y = y + a + a + d + f, (6.34) 
^1 ^2 ^1*2 
where e and f are environmental errors uncorrelated with 
each other and with the genotypic values. Let P(x^=y^) 
equal the probability that genes A^ and A^ are identi­
cal by descent. In the particular case when we may identify 
A , A as genes contributed to X and Y on one 
1^ 1^ 
chromosome and A , A as genes contributed to X and Y 
=2 ^2 
on the other chromosome, with no relationship between the two 
chromosomes received by X or by Y, the covariance be­
tween X and Y is 
Cov{X, Y) = * 2 *4)' 0^, (6.35) 
where (j) = P(x^ =y^ ) and (j)' = P(x2=y2)- For half-sibs 
cj) = -J and cp' = 0, so that the covariance of half-sibs is 
""a-
Models I and II represent the phenotypic value of an 
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individual chosen from a population consisting of 51 groups 
of half-sibs. That is, and y^^,, s ^  s', repre­
sent phenotypic values of half-sibs sired by the t 
From (6.27) and (6.35), 
th bull. 
Cov(y^g, y^g,) = Cov(n^ + 6^^, n+. + ts' 
= a 
= <l'°a 
But, from (6.27) and (6.32),. 
(6.36) 
Var(y^3) Var(tit + «ts) 
'  " l  
= 0 ^ + 0 ^ + 0 ^  
a d e (6.37) 
Combining (6.36) and (6.37), we obtain 
"6 = 'I'^ a + 4  ( 6 . 3 8 )  
2 2 2 
where + o^. Thus, we can express the expected mean 
squares of Table 7 in terms of phenotypic components of 
variance using (6.36) and (6.38). The formula for % in 
Table 7 is obtained by straight-forward calculation of the 
expected mean squares. 
The four phenotypic values, WW, ADG, PC, and RP, re­
corded for the s^^ offspring of the t^^ sire are denoted 
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by ADG^g, FC^g, and respectively. The multi­
variate version of Model I for these values is 
Yts = w + «ts' 51: 
where 
s 1,2,..,,r^/ (6.39) 
Yts^ 
l,ts 
V 2,ts 
^3, ts 
4, ts 
WW adjusted for breed, age of dam, 
and year effects 
ADG^g adjusted for breed, age of dam, 
and year effects 
FC^g adjusted for breed, age of dam, 
and year effects 
RP^g adjusted for breed, age of dam, 
and year effects 
y = 
•^1 
t intercept for wwts T 
^2 intercept for ADGtS 
^3 intercept for FCts 
/4 intercept for ^^ ts . 
Dt 
^1, t 
1 
random effect of tth sire on wWts " 
^2, t random effect of 
tth sire on ADGts 
"3, t random effect of 
tth sire on FCts 
^4, t random effect of 
tth sire on 
-ts_ 
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and 
~ts 
1, ts 
'2,ts 
'3, ts 
'4 , ts 
error for WW, ts 
error for ADG ts 
error for FC 
error for RP 
ts 
ts 
We assume the and are independently and identical­
ly distributed with zero means and covariance matrices % 
and respectively. Furthermore, we assume r\ and 
6^,g are uncorrelated for t = 1,2,...,51; t' = 1,2,...,51; 
s = l,2,...,r ,. Thus, the y ts are identically distributed 
random vectors with mean zero and covariance matrix Z = 
~ P 
The matrix % is the phenotypic covariance matrix Tj -v 0 P 
Yts-
Let 
-1 
51 ^t 
t!i s!i(2ts-yt.)'(yts-yt.)' (6.40) 
and 
_i 51 ^t _ 
S, = (50) E E (y -y )'(y -y ), 
~A t=l s=l ~ t. 
(6.41) 
.-1 ^^ t 
where y^_ = ZsZiYts and y_ _ = 
The 308 degrees of freedom (df) for are calculated as 
follows ; 
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3 08 df = 372 observations - 1 df for intercept - 8 df 
for breed effects - 5 df for year effects -
51 df for sire effects. 
The matrices S, W and are multivariate versions of 
"within sires" and "among sires" mean squares, respectively. 
Tables 8 and 9 display the calculated values of S. 
-W and S^. 
The diagonal elements of were calculated using SUPER 
CARP and are unbiased estimates of the diagonal elements 
of Xg. An approximation used in the calculation of the 
off-diagonal elements of may produce a slight bias in 
these estimators of the off-diagonal elements of . We 
neglect this slight bias and write 
and 
=  ? 6 '  
= <!a' = + «Zn- (6.42) 
where K is defined in Table 7. 
The multivariate version of Model II is 
~ts y + ets + Sts + !ts' 
where 
~ts 
(6.43) 
^1 ,ts 
1 additive comopnent of wwtsl 
^2 ,ts additive component of ADGts 
^3 , ts additive component of FCts 
^4 ,ts additive 
. 
component of 
"^ ts j 
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Table 8. The within sires sample covariance matrix, S , 
of the beef cattle experiment 
& 
6 0 6 . 0 0  5.90 
93.50 
Symmetric 
116.50 
64.18 
135.59 
157.20 
66.89 
64.79 
190.26 
Table 9. The among sires sample covariance matrix, S , 
of the beef cattle experiment 
-A = 
863.25 113.80 
126.00 
Symmetric 
193.04 
103.04 
147.33 
287.59 
164.10 
148.85 
399.50 
^l,ts 
1 dominance deviation component of WW. ts 
'^ 2,ts dominance deviation component of ADGts 
^3,ts dominance deviation component of FCts 
^4, ts dominance deviation component of ^^ s 
and 
1 
^1, ts 
1 environmental error for WWt3 
^2, ts environmental error for ADGts 
®3, ts environmental error for FCts 
^4, ts environmental error for ^ts 
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We assume the additive, dominance deviation, and environ­
mental components of the phenotypic values are uncor-
related. 
As in the univariate case we have that 
, where and % are the dominance deviation and 
 ^Q "^ 6 «V CI 
We have allowed for dominance deviation, or deviation of 
the additive value from the genotypic value, of an indi­
vidual in our development of Model II. The development of 
Model II was more general, perhaps, than the data of this 
example warrant. Recall that y^^ represents the pheno­
typic value of the s^^ calf sired by the t^^ bull ad­
justed for breed, age of dam, and year effects. Removal 
of breed effects eliminates dominance deviation [Willham 
(1970)]. The component d^^ can be removed from expression 
(6.43) and , expressed in genetic components of variance, 
becomes 
<l>?a +  ? f '  
and 
where is the additive component of and 
h = 'f'?a + ?e- (6.44) 
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We wish to test the hypothesis that the four phenotypic 
values WW, ADG, FC, and RP depend upon a single common addi­
tive component of genotypic value which we denote by x^. 
Under this hypothesis a^^ has the form 
?ts (6.451 
where B = (gLg g 1) and the are independentlv and 
± 6 J 
2 identically distributed with mean zero and variance o . 
1 
Model II then may be expressed as 
3ts ^l,ts~ ^ Yts 
\s = Xl,ts + "ts' t = 1,2 51; 
s = 1,2,...,r^, (6.46) 
"here = <yi,tsy2,tsS^3,ts'' ? = = 
^4 ts' (v^g, u^g) = e^g is distributed independently 
of x^ t's'' t = 1,2,...,51; t' = 1,2,...,51; s = 
l,2,...,r^, and s' = l,2,...,r^,. Model (6.46) is a 
multivariate structural errors in variables model. 
A preliminary check to determine the adequacy of 
model (6.45) can be made using three simple errors in vari­
ables models, the m^^ of which is defined by 
^m,ts *l,ts^m ^m,ts 
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n.ts = Xl,ts + ®4,ts' t 
s = 1,2,...,r^ , (6.47) 
where m = 1,2, or 3. The adequacy of models such as (5.47) 
can be tested using a statistic X defined by Fuller (Forth­
coming) . We denote by the value of X calculated for the 
model defined by (6.47). The approximate distribution of 
each X is Snedecor's F with 4 9 and infinitv degrees of 
m 
freedom under the null hypotheses that the models (6.47) are 
the true models. The values of m = 1,2,3, were 
calculated using SUPER CARP and are listed in Table 10. The 
values of Xg and are nonsignificant at the 0.10 level, 
while the value of which is 1.39, is significant at 
the 0.05 level. This suggests the following model may be 
more appropriate than model (6.45). 
~ts ?ts~ ?ts' t = 1,2,...,51; s = 1,2, 'ff 
(6.48) 
where 
?ts = 'Hts' -\s'' ïts = (Xl.ts' 
6l 0 
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Table 10. Preliminary tests for the adequacy of Model II in 
the beef cattle experiment when additive variation 
is assumed to be due to a single underlying 
variable 
- a 
1 1.39* 
2 0.84 
3 0.82 
^Approximate distribution of X is Snedecor's F with 
49 and infinity degrees of freedom. ^  
* 
Significant at 0.05 level. 
The x^g are assumed to be distributed independently of 
each other, and of any e^.^,, with common distribution 
N(0, 2^^), where % diag(o^ , ). Model (6.48) is 
~ XX  ^XX X-| X2 
the classical factor analysis model defined by (1.16), 
except we allow Var(e_^^) = to be nondiagonal. Although 
not a multivariate errors in variables model, the G.L.S. 
approach is applicable to model (5.48). 
We apply the G.L.S. procedure to models (6.45) and (6.48) 
under the additional assumption that the y^^ are normally 
distributed. Define 
Yg = (6^, 62' ^3' ' vech 2^), (6.49) 
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and 
ïo = (B]/ ^2' «3' ?a'' <6-5°) 
where vech = (o^^, Ogz' «32' °42' °33' 
^43' Let be defined by 
s 
~n 
vech 
vech 
(6.51) 
The expected values of s under models (6.45) and (6.48) 
-V II 
1 2 
are denoted by cr(y-) and oXy^)' respectively. 
We require a consistent estimator of [Var(s^)] to 
1 2 
obtain B.G.L.S. estimates of Yn Yn* Under our 
normality assumption, vech and vech are 
distributed independently of each other. Since 
is a multiple of a Wishart matrix, formula (3.7) was used to 
calculate the estimate of [Var(vech S^^) ] shown in 
~W -W 
Table 11. Because the t^^ sire produced r^ offspring, 
1 
Var(r^ y ) = r X + X^• Thus, S is not a multiple of a 
wishart matrix and use of formula (3.7) need not produce 
a consistent estimator of [Var(vech S )] under our 
~ A 
assumptions. The estimate of [Var(vech S^^], was 
computed using formula (5.3) and is shown in Table 12. Let 
n = diag(fl ). (6.52) W "Ni. 
Table 11. The estimated covariance matrix of vech S , 0, 
~W -vW 
fi 
w 
2384.65 23.22 458.44 618.59 0.23 4.46 6.02 
184.08 128.51 134.62 3.58 36.60 49.00 
310.84 186.94 2.46 26.87 34.00 
454.65 2.56 26.54 37.79 
56.77 38.97 40.61 
54.53 33.61 
72.30 
88.13 
48.55 
102.57 
49.01 
26.75 
56.51 
27.00 
119.38 
118.92 
58.06 
93.71 
105.05 
27.88 
42.95 
53.72 
57.04 
97.40 
Symmetric 
160.47 
6 8 . 2 8  
66.14 
194.25 
29.05 
28.14 
82 .66  
27.26 
80.06  
235.16 
Table 12. The estimated covariance matrix of vech S , fi 
& = 
26,829.10 974.05 4511.02 7796.65 167.07 264.86 218.06 464.52 1293.85 2072.10 
1976.86 1527.30 2275.48 201.78 310.54 617.72 308.49 647.22 254.60 
2158.67 2669.91 72.68 249.88 368.95 453.34 716.29 148.92 
7026.19 285.08 407.39 221.54 458.32 796.85 -2121.92 
633.72 419.77 776.74 219.65 595.93 1262.81 
369.89 631.02 298.93 581.67 1151.10 
1706.36 414.59 1467.41 3664.37 
430.75 504.70 789.88 
Symmetric 1483.42 3107.63 
11,264.00 
M 
in 
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Denote by the B.G.L.S. estimate of obtained using 
^ to estimate [Var(s^)] i = 1,2. Tables 13 and 14 
list the elements of y^ and y^, their estimated standard 
errors, and the approximate t-statistic associated with 
each element. The values of g(y^|^ and g(y^lfi 
1 
are 7.72 and 8.24, respectively, where g(y|n ) is defined 
by (5.15). Recall from Theorem 3.4 that the distribution of 
g(y|S is approximately chi-square with q-r degrees of 
freedom under the hypothesis that a = oXYg), where q 
is the dimension of s^ and r is the dimension of y^. 
Thus, g(y^|0 and g(y^|fi are distributed as approxi­
mate chi-square random variables with six and five degrees 
of freedom, respectively. 
Because both g(y^|0 and g(y^|fi are nonsig­
nificant at the 0.10 level, models (6.45) and (6.48) both 
appear to be given an adequate fit to the data. However, 
the approximate t-tests for the estimates of and a in 
1 ^2 
model (6.48) are nonsignificant at the 0.10 level, where, by 
analogy to ordinary least squares, levels of significance 
are based on a t-distribution with q-r degrees of free­
dom. This suggests that (6.45) may be a more appropriate 
model for these data than (6.48). Thus, we cannot reject 
our hypothesis that phenotypic values of WW, ADG, FC, and 
RP are influenced by a single common additive component. 
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Table 13. B.G.L.S. estimates of the elements of Yq, the 
estimated standard errors, and approximate t-
statistics 
Parameter (Yq) Estimate (y^) 
Estimated 
standard 
error 
Approximate 
t-statistic 
^1 1. 017 0.609 • 1.67 
^2 0.564 0.145 3.89* 
^3 0.507 0.134 3.78* 
8.399 2.437 3.45* 
7.786 3.95 1.97 
^11 495.960 77.432 6.405** 
"^ 21 -20.089 23.104 -0.87 
^31 83.140 26.347 3.16* 
*^ 41 100.010 39.185 2.55 
^22 74.904 13.283 5.64** 
^32 50.429 12.632 3. 99* 
^42 38.174 18.873 2.02 
^33 114.147 15.466 7.38** 
^43 36.913 19.364 1.91 
C44 136.762 36.825 3.71* 
^Levels of significance are based on a t-distribution 
with five degrees of freedom. 
Significant at 0.05 level. 
* * 
Significant at 0.01 level. 
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Table 14. B.G.L.S. estimates of the elements of , 
the estimated standard errors, and approximate 
t-statistics 
2 Parameter (y^) Estimate (y^) 
Estimated 
standard 
error 
Approximate 
t-statistic 
^1 1.763 0.618 2.85* 
^2 0.607 0.166 3; 66* 
^3 0.589 0.159 3.70* 
6.759 1.917 3.53* 
°11 488.594 86.997 5.62** 
2^1 -27.675 21.856 1.27 
3^1 71.926 28.035 2.57* 
4^1 90.636 39.290 2.31 
^22 79.776 12.954 6.16** 
3^2 53.933 11.784 4.58** 
4^2 48.494 15.932 3.04* 
3^3 116.333 14.8 27 7.85** 
4^3 43.349 16.205 2.68* 
4^4 155.255 27.900 5.56** 
^Levels of significance are based on a t-distribution 
with six degrees of freedom. 
* 
Significant at 0.05 level. 
* * 
Significant at 0.01 level. 
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